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1. INTRODUCTION
A university is a sort of generator of innovative and comprehensive system of the basic philosophy, science, technology,
art and engineering, which recently intends to develop the
practical science over the applied engineering. With the expansion of orbit and the evolution of iconography, a university
transforms its function of convergence from creation of idea
with image, cooperation of creative science with innovative
technology, collaboration of engineering with practical science and coordination of innovative comprehensive science
and practical science, together with design and art. It enables
adaptation and re-adaptation to the changing phase of economic market and social life from local, regional, national, international, world with liberalization and global level and
dimension with social and natural regulation. Without saying,
these orbits and iconographies transform fundamentally in
one respect or superficially on the other hand to adapt with
the change of time, war or peace over dimensions (<Fig. 1>).
In Japan, after the Meiji restoration, a university plays its role
and functions to create the comprehensive and practical sciences and technologies, paying due regards to the engineer-
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ing and producing, together with design and image. The
opening of country enabled imports of latest goods to be popular, which were rare and attractive goods under the long period of closing country over 250 years. An automobile is one of
these typical goods, which was obliged Toyota Motor to adopt
the customer-first policy since its foundation to strive its original automobile meeting with the original Japanese products
to fuse the traditional design with the imported ones and to
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adapt with the old infrastructures.
It is a result of over 1500 years history since the import of 5
sutras from Korea and then Confucianism from China, with
their doctors. Therefore, Japan could develop good team works
of precursors, collaborators, facilitators and coordinators in the
open creative innovation system on the global scene.
The establishment of Tokyo Imperial University in 1886 illuminated this structure and process, from the reestablishments
of Kaiseisya and Shyouheiko in 1868. This year of establishment was the epochal time of Meiji Restoration and also the
time of re-concluded German Custom Treaty, where Benz assembled the first three tricycle gasoline car and Daimler assembled 4 cycle automobile, a symbol of Modern Industrial
Revolution in Germany after Britain, the birth place of Modern
Industrial Revolution in 1770s. Germany surpassed Britain in
its export of industrial output in 1913, when the great strike
happened in Petersburg, the start of Russian Revolution. It was
also the time of war economy, just before the World War I,
which was illuminated in the manufacturing of 4 army trucks
by the Japanese Army and Tokyo-Gas & Electric (a mother
company of Isuzu) was established and Miyata Manufacturing
assembled 2 cylinder four-seater small car, which was prized as
the Silber Metal of Tokyo Taishyo Festival in 1914, when the
Datsun (the first homemade small passenger car) of Kaishinsya (a mother company of Nissan-Renault) also got the same
silver metal in this festival. It was a symbol of Modern Industrial Revolution of Japan and Asia.
Owing to this creative power of innovation, after the two
United Nations Declarations, Human Environment at Stockholm in 1972 and Global Environment at Rio de Janeiro in
1992, Japan caused the Neo Industrial Revolution with welfare
and environmental industries, paying due regards to the law of
capital in the oligopolistic industrial structure in the world liberalized market but also the global natural and human norms
in the growing global market.
The traditional culture and climate of Japanese universities
play important roles in creations of science and innovation of
technologies first in international market with tariff barriers
and severe control of trades and then in the sympathy and syncretism of latest industries with information accelerated by the
liberalized financial activities. The rapid growth of oligopolistic
industrial strictures in these three markets in piles caused
cracks due to the time lag and space gap, which asks the neo
roles of university, particularly in the practical science and
technologies in addition to the philosophy, especially the natural wisdom and providence. They are indispensable for evolu-

tion of smart polis with next generation industries in the orbit
of distinguished universities with the strong iconography.
In this paper, we illuminate the transformation of industry
and universities, paying due regards to the roles and loci of
universities in the regional renaissance and the industrial revolutions on the global scene. An automobile industry is one of
the typical driving forces of initiating Neo Industrial Revolution. Usually, a university plays an indispensable role in this
revolution and Neo Civilization. Educations of universities encouraged entrepreneurships and excellent talents of students.
They promoted the establishment of creative enterprises
through the creation of science into innovative technology,
and then incubation of technology with innovative engineering
into creative products and initiating the establishment of venture business. It is a matter of course that the transformation of
socio economic market structure and service know-how.

2. LOCUS AND ORBIT OF UNIVERSITY
In the era of mutation, a locus plays an important role not
only in the open innovation but also in the regional renaissance. It exerts a great influence on the innovation and the
civilization on the global scene as a whole. Considering the
role of university in innovations of idea, science, technology,
engineering, business and industrialization, we could not look
over its locus, orbit, focus and iconography.
The concept of locus has both a temporal and a timeless
meaning, indicating a place in its relations with other places,
naturally, politically, economically, socially and culturally.
Moreover, a locus is a historical entity still alive and responsive
to Man. Man exerts a great influence on the metamorphosis of
locus, closely related with evolution of culture in the local area
and expansion of civilization on the global scene and has to
pay due regards to the natural wisdom and providence over
the human knowledge and ethics (<Fig.2>).
They are the indispensable principles for developments of
comprehensive sciences and of practical sciences in universities and R&D institutes although universities should make
clear the rational theory and logic as much as it could. The
unknown, indistinct and obscure part, process, channel and
route are settled to avoid underhand dealings as short as it
could. They are the basic rules to keep the social trust and the
economic reality efficiently, taking much care of insurance and
of risk management. They are also indispensable conditions,
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Fig. 2. Locus and Orbit of University
Source: by Author

closely related with the status of university to attract public
and private catalyst, cooperation, collaboration, creation for
efficient inspiration, initiation, innovation and inspection.
Considering the locus of university, it is, without saying, important to consider its orbit in relations with other universities, institutes, public and private corporations. Orbit has been
used in astronomy to describe the trajectory of celestial bodies
that gravitate along more or less regular routes. At present, the
concept of orbit has become a commonly used term since satellites, space shuttles and other artifacts began orbiting around
the earth. In this sense, the orbit shows not only the international flow of commodities and investments in the world market, but also various types of steady network systems on the
global scene such as the line of transportation, channel of information and even the zone of pollution. Furthermore, the
transformations of a steady network system of knowledge,
idea, skill and technology exchanges exert a great influence on
the evolution of higher education and the innovation of research and development in local and on global scene.
Orbit also designates the cavity that contains and protects
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eye, within which the eyeball rotates and moves. In other
words, orbit defines a frame delimiting the field of an individual vision; in this sense, the concept of orbit delimits the visible and invisible sphere of personal contacts and information
flow. Thus, the orbit has become an indispensable sphere of
rethinking the evolution of higher education and R&D from
the view point of its globalization and localization. The metamorphosis of sensible sphere for scanning the moving horizon
of higher education and R&D causes the essential change of
university system itself on the local, regional, national, international, world and global scene.
The transformation of locus and the evolution of orbit are
closely related with the freedom of movement and the power
of iconography; concentration, convergence, diffusion and diversification. The freedom of movement is largely the result of
technological progress and legal restriction; i.e. civilization,
such as optical fiber cables over the ocean and the continent
and the global oligopolistic industrial structure of software industries. These hard and soft global mega infrastructures related with liberalization of trade and communication. This free
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movements have overcome distance and natural barriers; it
has permeated many standing political and legal partitions,
which are thicker and more numerous than natural barriers.
The second bundle consists of forces that oppose free movement and work rather towards the preservation and even the
multiplication of partitions. These forces are more abstract;
they consist of beliefs, symbols, images and ideas inherited by
a community and a society and to which its members are
strongly attached. we call this sheath of forces ‘iconography’
from icon, the old Greek word. This concept had been adopted in many European languages as meaning an image or
object of symbolical value and in which people have faith.
The two basic factors of movement and iconography seem
first to work in opposite directions, which often cause frictions, conflicts, offset cracks and collapse of system. Movement works also for change, more fluidity across the
partitioned space, when the space has a room for shock-absorbing and the actor, i.e. player and regulator has the flexibility in behavior and broad in mind.
The iconography works towards preservation of the established order and the strengthening of standing divisions through
the spatial movements and the historical process of convergence and integration. In case of universities, state universities
usually have the legal regulation and the traditional iconography, although private universities have more spiritual & cultural
but pliable & social iconography to keep sustainability.
However, the two factors, freedom of movement and iconography, combine in order to bring about a certain balance
and evolution, which allows the functioning of the local to
global continuum within the total partitioned geographical
space accessible to human activities. The balance of forces and
mind are certainly unstable; it is fluid, changing in local details,
but this fluidity does not prevent the whole global and local
systems from carrying on. Japan has the traditional culture and
society (相生Aioi) of balance and evolution, which enables the
economic and political balance and evolution of civilizations,
taking much care of environment and ecology (共生Kyousei)
in the region, through the historical entity and spatial relation
of university.

2.1 Historical Entity and Spatial Relation of University
State universities have been linked with each other through
researches and developments, educations, managements and
personal linkages. We may illuminate the following case,
which encouraged the evolution of comprehensive science
over different academic cultures and the innovation of practi-

cal sciences to fuse different civilizations in response to the
expansion of orbits and their over lapping and to the cultural
grafting through the engagements of presidents, Dr. Kenjiro
Yamakawa.
K. Yamakawa is the first president of Kyushu Imperial University (1911-1913) who linked with three Imperial Universities; Tokyo, Kyushu and Kyoto, when Dr. Hideyo Noguchi
(1876-1928), born in Aizu, learned science of bacterium in the
school of Saiseikai and then in the R&D institute led by Dr.
Shibazaburo Kitazato in 1898 and became the fellow of R&D
Institute of Rockefeller Foundation, established in 1911.
In this year, the Japanese modern industrial revolution had
been promoted by the Law of Factory and the Law of Silk Industry, together with the Law for Electric Power Industry and
the Law for Amendment of Tariff Rate. In this year, Hitachi was
established at its new industrial sites in Kitakyushu, together
with Nippon Steel (1901) in addition to Hitachi on the frontier
of Tokyo metropolitan area as an important hinge of Nissan
Konzern between Japan and Manchuria as is shown, at present, in the rejuvenation of Nissan Kyushu, closely linked with
Samsung Korea and Nissan China. We also could not look over
the relation of R&D Institute of Crown Field College, Scotland
with distinguished technologies and designs of aerospace and
automobile industry. Nissan still has its oversea plant at Washington Industrial Park, near Newcastle to import these latest
design and technologies to fill up the time-lag and space-gap
between U.K. and Japan.
Aforementioned Dr. Kenjiro Yamakawa was born in Aizu
Wakamatsu and then became the professor of Tokyo Imperial
University, after his homecoming from the United States and
then became the professor of Kyushu University in 2010,
whose plinth announced his message to open the Kyushu Imperial University. It was an address of instructions of president,
Kenjiro Yamakawa at its opening ceremony in 1911. This is a
traditional ethos and spirit of leaders, cultivated in Aizu-Wakamatsu, which stressed the wide culture and the practical training to be the real leader, Samurai. He at last became the
president of Kyoto Imperial University.
Kyoto University was a predecessor of Kyushu University,
which has been closer than the relations between Tokyo University and Tohoku University. Tokyo University is the first
state university established in 1877, which merged Tokyo Kaisei School (Kaiseisyo) with Tokyo Medical School and then
developed 4 faculties, Science, Law, Literature and Medicine
under the Ministry of Education. It became the Imperial University in 1886, when the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Kaoru
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Inoue promoted the Europeanization and participated in the
Treaty of Meter and the Treaty of Red Cross. In this year, the
all hierarchical education system was established by the orders; especially the education of elementary school encouraged the entrepreneurship and accelerated the creation of
science, the innovation of technology, the incubation of business and the initiation of industrialization.
These twin wheels of comprehensive science and of practical science formed the new modern Japanese education system at the time of mutation of era, Modern Industrial
Revolution and Modern Civilization in Japan toward the present Neo Industrial Revolution and the Neo Civilization on the
global scene. In 1897, the Imperial University was renamed as
the Tokyo Imperial University to cope with the Kyoto Imperial
University in 1897. They start first the school of science and
engineering and then schools of law and of medicine in 1899
and at last the school of literature in 1906.
In the same year of 1897, Sakich Toyoda invented the automatic loom, when the Japan Machine Science and Engineering
Academy was established. In addition, Kiyoshis Shiga (18701957), born in Sendai and worked together with S. Kitazato. He
discovered dysentery in 1897 and became the president of
Seoul University after the professor of Keio University in Tokyo.
In rivalry with Imperial Universities, the special colleges had
been established at the adequate locus for the evolution of
industries in succession. According to the locus, the new and
old capital regions revitalized the hosting environments of
capitals and rejuvenated the functions and industrializations
towards the 4th (financial, information, management and administration) and 5th industries (education and research &
development, art and culture, welfare and environment). In
Tokyo New Capital Region, the Tokyo High School (College)
of Education (1872), the Tokyo Foreign Language High School
(1873), Tokyo High School of Women (1874), Tokyo Engineering High School (1881), Tokyo Business High School
(1885), Tokyo School of Art and Tokyo School of Music (1887)
were established in succession, together with the First High
School (1886). These establishments and agglomeration conducted the evolution of creative innovations in science, technology, engineering, production, business towards the next
generation industries and civilization. In the outside of Tokyo
metropolis, moreover, the Chiba Special School of Medicine
was established in 1901.
Different from the Tokyo New Capital Region, the Third High
School (1886) and the Kyoto Craft High School (1902) were
established within the old capital, Kyoto, while the Osaka Engi-
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neering High School (1896), the Kobe Business High School
(1902) and the Nara High School of Education (1908) were established outside of Kyoto, although Osaka, Kobe and Nara
were the old capitals within the Kinki (old capitals) region. Outside of old these capitals, the 3rd administration district of education was settled in 1872 included the local metropolitan area
of Okayama, where the 6th High School and the Okayama Special School of Medicine were established in 1901.
In contrast to these cores, there were two frontier Imperial
Universities, Tohoku and Kyushu, established in 1910. Tohoku Imperial University was officially established in 1907, after a decade later of 2nd High School in 1886. Outside of the
Sendai metropolitan area, there were three special colleges,
Morioka High School of Agriculture (1902), Yonezawa High
School of Engineering (1906) and Akita High School of Mining
(1910), although Yonezawa was included in the 6th district of
education, just over the boundary of 7th district, Tohoku. The
6th district, just behind the Tokyo new capital district, 1st district of education, included the two special colleges, the Niigata Special High School of Medicine (1910) and Ueda Special
School of Silk (1886), which reflected their creative sciences
and innovative, technologies.
Similar contrast has been seen in the two peripheral islands,
Hokkaido and Kyushu; Sapporo Agricultural School was established in 1876, although it was merged with Tohoku Imperial
University and became the Agricultural School of Tohoku Imperial University in 1907. In Hokkaido, the Otaru High School
of Business was established at the outer-port town of Sapporo
in 1910. In Kyushu, on the other hand, the fifth High School
was established first at Kumamoto in 1886, followed by the
Kumamoto High School of Engineering (1897). In 1887, the 7th
High School, Zoushikan was established, followed by the Kagoshima High School of Agriculture (established in 1908). In
addition to the two centers of supporting the Meiji Restoration, the only one international trade port opened in the
Edo closed feudal age, the Nagasaki Special School of Medicine was established in 1901 and then, the Nagasaki High
School of Business was established in 1905.
After these establishments at the local traditional centers,
the Kyushu Imperial University was, at last, established in
1910, although its predecessor, Fukuoka School of Medicine
was established in 1879. It was closely linked with the Kyoto
Imperial University, which established Fukuoka College of
Medicine in 1903, just before the Japan-Russo War. In response to the Modern Industrial Revolution led by Yahata
Steel, metal and chemical industries in the Kitakyushu area,
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the Engineering School was established in 1911, supported by
local dry goods store, Kamiyo, Watanabe and Mining Industry
of Ichibei Furukawa (1822-1903) and was merged with Fukuoka School of Medicine to be Kyushu Imperial University in
1911. Its faculty of Agriculture was established in 1919, followed by the faculty of Law and Literature (1924) and the faculty of Science (1939), supported by a local trader, Aso.
As mentioned above, the historical entity and spatial relations of university exerted great influences on the creative innovation of idea, science, technology, engineering, business
and industry toward the next generation of life style and civilization. They have been closely linked with their orbits and
iconographies of each university.

2.2 Evolution of Iconography and Orbit of University
The iconography, especially of university, makes clear the
object of symbolic value to persevere established orders for
creations of new and of latest basic sciences such as the comprehensive and practical sciences. They have to adapt to the
latest problems, linked with the Neo Industrial Revolution and
the Neo Civilization on the globe. To settle down the latest
comprehensive problems, universities should develop new
philosophy and ethics, paying due regards to the natural wisdom and the natural providence to harmonize them with human knowledge and ethics on the global scene. It is not so
easy to solve the comprehensive problems in the piled socio-economic and politico-cultural market and community on
the different stages; local, regional, national, international,
world and global. It is because of their time lags and space
gaps, caused by the results of different developments in the
scale, scope, speed and status at an each stage.
Namely, the iconography of university has been transformed
to adapt with the changing phase of market and society, although it preserves its inherited traditional culture in one respect and on the other hand, it adapts to the changing phase
of technology and information, especially after opening the
country. We may illuminate two good examples, Tokyo Imperial University and Keio University. Tokyo Imperial University
has been a typical imperial university to import latest foreign
philosophy, science, technology and engineering and then improve, innovate, create its own original ones, together with
national organizations. The predecessor of Tokyo Imperial
University was a Kaiseijyo, established in 1863. It originally
started in 1862 as Yousyo-shirabesyo at Kanda-Ogawacho,
whose root was Yougakusyo established in 1855 at Kudanshita
by Tokugawa Shougunate. It taught not only foreign languages

such as Dutch, English, French, German, and Russian but also
comprehensive philosophy, natural science, practical science
of service and arms.
Considering the iconography of Tokyo Imperial University, we
may illuminate two distinguished scholars; Amane Nishi (182997, born in Tsuwano) & Masamichi Tsuda (1829-1903, born in
Tsuyama), who studied law, economy, philosophy and military
science together in Netherland. They developed the philosophy
of Enlightenment and translated the International Law for Meiji
Restoration and opening of the country in 1854, when the
Crimea War (1854-56) in Europe and the Incident of Arrow (war
between France & the United Kingdom and China, 1856-60) in
Canton. The locus of administration center and the New Capital,
of course, rejuvenated its local climate and revitalized its culture.
They, in turn, cultivated and revitalized the iconography; intention and symbol of the Tokyo University in 1877.
Private universities also play important roles in imports and
creations of sciences, basic, comprehensive, applied, and
practical sciences, and then innovation of technology and engineering, and finally incubation of venture business. It initiated the modern industrialization to cope with the modern
civilization. Keiogijyuku was originally established by the order of Nakatsu feudal clan in its residence in 1858. This language school of Holland and of English relocated in 1868 from
Tsukiji to Shiba, which had been managed by the cooperation
and the association of students of Keiogijyuku and relocated
its campus to Mita to educate business leaders with entrepreneurship. It opened its department of university and started
consistent education system from kindergarten to university
in 1898. It became the university with 4 faculties of literature,
economic, law and medicine in 1920.
The founder and first president was Yukichi Fukuzawa
(1835-1901), who became a leader of Meirokusya, established
in 1873 by Arinori Mori(1847-1922). He came back from the
United States and became the Ministry of Education in 1885.
The spirit and ethos of culture and climate of Keio Gijuku University has encouraged activation of entrepreneurship and incubations of venture business such as Morimura Brothers,
which developed its close links of market information in New
York with production technologies in Japanese local traditional production areas.
This company became a mother company of NORITAKE,
NGK INSULATORS and NGK SPURK PLUG at Nagoya. It has
been the center of latest advantage technologies, skills design
and materials among old and new capitals, Kyoto and Tokyo,
and local traditional craft areas, Kutani near Kanazawa and
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Seto adjacent to Nagoya. In response to the evolution of
Morimura industrial group, the agglomeration of fine ceramic
industries has been accelerated with the creative innovation of
technologies to adapt and readapt with the changing phase of
agglomeration of advanced industries such as automobile and
aerospace industries.
Together with these private companies and the Institute of
Industrial Technology of MIIT promoted the development of
fine ceramic sciences and technologies in Nagoya Institute of
Technology and Nagoya University, which, in turn, accelerated
the innovation of advanced technologies and the evolution of
advanced industries, especially, environmental industries and
medical instruments industries. As a catalyst and a synthesis
among environment, medical and machine industries, the robot industries are also have to develop, even in the time of
decreasing the number of workers and of growing agglomeration and localization. In 2014, students of Nagoya Institute of
Technology succeed to get the seat of delegation in ABU
Asia-Pacific Robot Contest. It gives a great stimulus on the evolution of medical and construction self driving and automatic
robots and the creative innovation of manufacturing, production and assembling robots to reduce the costs and to increase
the productivity, to compete with globalized overseas factory
and R&D centers.
In response to the evolution and the expansion of globalization and localization with agglomeration of industries and assimilation of cultures, universities also have to develop their
networks of communication, corporation, collaboration and creation of science, technology, business and industry, as a result of
feedback relations between academic comprehensive science
and industrial practical science, over the basic and the applied
sciences, regulated the general rational philosophy and scientific
debates of university with tolerance of proving the contrary.

2.3 Localization and Globalization of University
Considering the creation of idea and science and the innovation of technology and engineering towards the incubation
of business and the evolution of industry, universities have
been requested to evolve the common civilization with advanced and innovative technologies, designs and knowhow to
have the common culture and mixtures (creoles) of cultures.
In spite of the agglomeration of industries and businesses with
its related mass and giant information, the invention of super-computer and the just-in-time analysis of cloud-information are requested more than ever. It is brought about by the
co-synthesis of advanced innovative technologies of the Mod-
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ern Industrial Revolution with the high quality & creative software products of Information Industrial Revolution. Most of all
universities could create to examine and settle down the latest
problems in the Neo Civilization.
The evolution of iconography and expansion of orbit of neo
industrial revolution and civilization lead the aforementioned
problems related with cosmos, space, universe and Gaia (earth
itself). It is a reason for evolution of creative sciences such as
comprehensive environmental and ecological sciences. We
also hold ourselves in reverence to natural wisdom and natural providence.
The Nagoya University established its satellite research and
development institutes on the periphery of Nagoya metropolitan area in the advanced sciences to adapt to latest problems
of Neo Civilization and of Neo Industrial Revolution, after the
World War II; Plasma R&D Institute at Toki in the To-no Academic & Science Park along the Chuo Linear Express, which
will connect Tokyo and Nagoya. Plasma is the fourth dimension of materials, different from a solid, a liquid and a gas,
which is also closely related with the creative science of nuclear fusion and the innovative technology, plasma display. On
the another south eastern fringe, Toyokawa, former Navy
Yard, Nagoya University also established its unique and latest
R&D institute of space science. Between Toyokawa and Toki,
Okazaki is situated as a traditional castle town and the central
city of Mikawa district, where Ieyasu Tokugawa, founder of
Tokugawa Shogunate was born. At present, it is the well-know
and high reputable science city on the globe, because of the
three world famous R&D institutes of latest bio and life sciences, although the Okazaki is a part of advanced automobile
manufacturing area, owing to the Mitsubishi electric car factory in Okazaki and the Toyota hybrid car factories in the adjacent Toyota city.
This agglomeration formed distinguished creators of sciences and innovators of technologies and engineering in one
respect and on the other hand, it also formed indispensable
incubators of advanced high-tech and high touch industries
such as high efficient energy cars and aerospace, equipped
with intelligent information instruments of auto-drive safety
machines, such as those of Sony. It is a result of competitive
cooperation and of synergism between oligopolistic leading
companies in different industries, such as Google and Tesla in
the Silicon Valley and Toyota and Panasonic for development
of battery of smart-green cars in the Nagoya metropolitan area.
Panasonic EV, a subsidiary is a typical technology oriented
company. Panasonic became the topped all the rest in the
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number of registered international patent under the creative
and innovative strategy of Panasonic, itself.
Tesla is a sort of catalyst and venture high tech and high
touch company to be entrusted by Toyota Motor and GM for
assembling electric cars and fuel cell vehicles. The culture of
frontier on the Pacific and the local climate of entrepreneurship has been cultivated by the relocation of aircraft industries. Considering the silicon valley, we should not look over
the synthesis of localization of relocated industry with venture
business, closely related with creation of idea and science by
the California State University, California Institute of Technology etc, the innovation of technologies and engineering by a
lot of spin out students and engineers toward the incubation
of venture business and advanced industry, taking much care
of sheer creative energy and of risk managements.
The economy of agglomeration and the efficiency of localization on the globe in the keen competitive cooperation among
the established businesses and the new venture businesses
promoted the evolution of ability to create, innovate and incubate. It is very important point, when we investigate the key
and indispensable companies such as Google, Tesla, Apple and
Android (bought by Google in 2005) in the Digital Revolution
on the global scene. This industrial evolution system, closely
linked with the rejuvenation system and shock absorber structure plays important roles in its sustainable development of
industry and of university at the last stage of liberalized world
market and society for information industrial revolution and at
the first stage of global market and society for neo industrial
revolution, owing to employing best talents mix of scientists,
engineers and entrepreneurs and growing at breakneck speed
before another venture steal a new bubble market. Therefore,
Google could announce the entry of self-driving motor vehicles, which caused the great announcement effect on the creative innovation in the global market and society.
Considering the creative innovation of traditional industry
and its industrial region, like Sabae, we should pay due regards to this digital industrial revolution. It results in the incubation and creation of new fusing technology and products
such as Google Glass. It is a joint venture with Luxottica, Italian excellent design company at present and in future, this
largest global eyewear group behind Ray-Ban and Oakley,
which has the ability to innovate new wearable eye-goods, led
by founder of L.D. Vecchio, born in Milan, the center of Renaissance in 1935. In the keen competition with local eyeglass
makers in the Sabae eyeglass production area, it is a leading
new wearable eyeglass for full automatic safety driving cars.

In competition with the Silicon Valley, the Nagoya metropolitan area developed the latest green house and smart grid habitat with house, electric appliance, automobile, road and other
social infrastructures; i.e. smart polis well managed, paying due
regards to environment, ecology, energy, education and economy. This sort of localization and of globalization of academic,
scientific, technological, engineering, business and industrial
relations gradually evolve the neo industrial revolution and
promote the neo civilization, closely linked with university, as
the author illuminates in the case study of automobile industry. The twin wheels, Nagoya and Toyota have been the core
for evolution of Neo Industrial Revolution and of Neo Civilization, taking much care of natural wisdom and providence. The
site of 2005 World EXPO, Love Earth and Wisdom has been the
iconography of Neo Civilization on the global scene and the
center of Orbit of Neo Industrial Revolution not only in this
local metropolitan area but also on the globe in response to
the localization and globalization of automobile industries, led
by Toyota Motor and its group companies.
Concerned with the social and technological examinations
and verifications, European countries marched forward, in
comparison with Japan, such as Toyota Motor-French Electric
Power in Grenoble in 2014. In Asia, Toyota Tsusyo (Trade) and
Singapore National University also practiced this sort of social
examinations and Venture business, FOMM also examined its
electric car and boat in Thailand, together with Shin phony a
technology, Daido Industry and NGK. Honda Motor has already got the certification of European standard, which is able
to compete with Mercedes Benz and Volkswagen, because of
its recent high reputation and traditional brand of FI engine
and small business jets. In addition, Honda could develop its
new reaction technology on hydrogen fuel cell engine.
As mentioned above, the evolution of iconography and expansion of orbit have exerted great influences on roles and functions of university towards creative innovations through idea,
science, technology, engineering, business, industry and civilization, taking much care of transformation of market and society.

3. INNOVATION OF TECHNOLOGIES AND
EVOLUTION OF THE CREATIVE
CULTURAL CLIMATE
The opening of Neo Industrial Revolution, especially after
the judge of Yokkaichi court in 1973, the natural environment
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and the human welfare, pollution and health become more
important than ever in this petrochemical complex. After this
judgement and strong popular movement, it gradually has
changed neo industries such as food processing and automobile industries with better habitat and Yokkaichi university and
International Institute for Transfer of Environmental technology and industry. In contrast to this old international trade
port, the Nagoya port flourished the new international trade
ports, equipped with efficient handling crane and automatic
dealing machines. Among these industries, the Nagoya metropolitan area rejuvenates traditional aerospace industry and
automobile industry, together with Boeing and Airbus on the
global scene, using the Jumbo Cargo Flights at the Central Airport, Nagoya. Owing to this economy of agglomeration and
the evolution of space sciences, technologies, engineering
and marketing, Mitsubishi Aircraft developed Mitsubishi Regional Jets 70 with its network production dual systems with
Boeing production systems, centered at Nagoya international
airport at inland Komaki, economic expanding system, which
covered the whole Nagoya metropolitan area.
In spite of creation of industrial ideas and science and innovation of technology and engineering, the Nagoya Engineering
High School (Nagoya Institute of Technology), established in
1905 and the Nagoya Imperial University with the two faculties;
faculty of medical science and faculty of physical and engineering science) did not exerts their influences on innovation of
technologies and incubation of business and industries, compared with the New Capital Region, Tokyo and the Old Capital
Region, Nara-Kyoto-Osaka (Kansai) Region (<Fig.3>).
However, we could not look over the establishment of Toyota Physical and Chemical Research and Development Institute in 1940 at the site of Toyota Battery R&D Institute
Shibaura, Tokyo by the donations of Toyota group companies
and R&D cost entrusted by Toyoda Auto Looms and Toyota
Motor, when the All Japan Association of Innovation of Technology and the R&D Institute of Welfare Science were established to develop creative innovations of technology.
According to this Prospectus, it stressed on the creative innovation of technology and creative incubation of business by
Sakichi Toyoda and the way how to preserve and to transfer
his spirit, ethos, culture and climate of his venture business.
As a conclusion, he decided the establishment of Juridical
Foundation to promote the fundamental and original theory
of physical and chemical science for creative innovation of
technology, improvement of products and creative incubation
of venture business. It was a matter of course that this institute
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sought after the fundamental sciences for people over the
own profit of commercial concern toward the better life of
nation. As a result, it could develop not only a creative idea
and comprehensive science but also a practical science toward
the creative open innovation of technology and engineering,
which induced to the creative incubation of venture business
and creative industry.

3.1 Creation of Practical Science and Innovation of Industrial Technology
In terms of the relations between University and industry,
we should have to make clear the theory and the truth first
through basic sciences and comprehensive sciences. The To-
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kyo Institute of Technology (Kuramae Engineering High
School) played its typical roles in the incubations of imported
idea, science, technology, engineering and products, which
promoted the industrialization as fast as it could.
The Mother Machine Industry led by Ikegai Iron Works is a
good example of this case. Ikegai was a member of Yaruki Kai,
led by Hisashige Tanaka, who was born in Saga and became the
founder of Toshiba. Besides, the employed foreign professor of
Tokyo Institute of Technology played an important role in the
inspection and initiated the industrialization of mother machine
industry instead of imported machines in 1905. After the end of
Japan-Russo War, the munitions industries had been developed
by the Navy and the Army, although the automobile industry
could not be developed well until the opening of World War I.
The first automobile manufacturing maker, Kaishinsya was
established at Hiroo Azabu in Tokyo in 1911, a decade after the
first steam engine automobile was imported from the United
States into Tokyo in 1914. It was a repair shop and then assembled the passenger cars imported from Swift U.K and then manufactured 7 original domestic cars up to 1917. Most of these
imported cars were gasoline engine automobiles including several electric cars, which were the status symbols, although its
total numbers amounted about a half hundred in Japan.
Notwithstanding this small and weak market, Masujiro
Hashimoto succeeded in manufacturing these passenger cars,
because of increased skill workers and artisans and aforementioned inspectors and advisors of state universities such as
Tokyo Institute of Technology. The hosting environment of
universities in the Capital generated the creative spirit and
ethos, which enabled the manufacturing of products of modern industrial revolution and substituted the imported goods.
The synthesis of these inherited spirits of artisans and ethos of
creation with traditional local culture and climate of creation is
the real engine and the pure power of creation of original idea
and science in the University. The university and the R&D institute have provided the feedback loop of rejuvenation to
survive and the structural room and flexible tolerance for risk
management to avoid the collapse of system for sustainable
development and evolution of creative cultural climate.
We may illuminate the case study of Oxford as this practical
science and the examination of this system, paying due regards to the competitive cooperation of academic and industrial communities. It was originally formed and combined by
the Morris Motor. Oxford contains one of the most famous
universities in the world, dating from the 13th century and its
indescribable atmosphere of tradition and history. Yet, few

visitors are still aware of this famous English automobile factory (originally developed by Morris Cowley Works), in the
south eastern part of the city on the Roman road and kilns
over the River Cherwell, although it already expanded its orbit,
developed by the mergers first with Honda Motor, Japan and
then with BMW, Germany on the global scene in addition to
the introduction of mass production and mass sales system of
Ford Motor, United States.
People living in Oxford are unaware of the precise relationship of Mr. W. Morris (Lord Nuffield) with Nuffield College;
indeed not all the fellows of that college know the Morris Motors started its production originally not in Cowley but in a
garage at Longwall Street, behind New College. This gives us a
clue to understanding the relationship between evolution of
region and innovation of industry, taking much care of creative industrial technology and the spirits of community,
closely related with creative designs not only of automobile
and of life style to use sports car for leisure in addition to popularized use (<Fig.3.1.1>).
The construction of the railway in 1844, after a reluctant university had been persuaded, promoted the modernization of
Oxford in the time of development of steam engine cars and
the modern industrial revolution of U.K. In this year, the
Morse telegraphic instrument worked between Washington
and Baltimore in the United States. It was 7 years after his invention which symbolized the opening of information and financial industrial revolution and civilization and then the
development of new frontier, California on the Pacific, occupied by the United States under its gold rush. It was also the
time when the King of Holland advised the opening of Japan
and permitted the trade of French and Satsuma clan, which
accelerated the modern industrialization of Japan.
In this last time of Mutation, in 1865, the city council, influenced by the opinion of the University, rejected the establishment of large locomotive factory near the railway station and
Oxford-Birmingham canal. The United States ended the Civil
War in 1865, which enabled the reintegration of the United
States and accelerated its modern industrial revolution, by the
information and financial information revolution centered at
New York. Like the regional incubation of New York to catch up
the advanced leading country, the U.K., Japan established the
Yokohama Steel works and the Yokosuka Navy Yard in 1865.
Even in this time of industrialization, the Oxford University
wished to preserve the atmosphere of a university town and
its beautiful landscape with the hosting environment to attract
creative talents, not only academic scientists but also venture
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businesses. Owing to a small venture business, Mr. W. Morris
could start his first repair and bicycle assembly shop at his parent’s house between the center of Oxford, Carfax and Cowley
over the Magdalene Bridge in 1882. He soon caught the demand of students in the University and the new need for more
expensive and advanced transport equipment.
This sort of local creative atmosphere and climate exerted
more great influences than the local location conditions. In
1900, W. Morris produced motor bicycles at Holywell Street
near New College adjacent to Hertford College and then
opened a motor vehicle repair shop for rich students of Oxford
University in 1903, at Longwall Street, just behind the New College. In virtue of these experiences, he assembled small two
seater cars of the Morris Oxford, with the financial aids of rich
students and their needs for luxury goods in the mood of high
class society. In this year, the typical mass production and mass
sales modern automobile company, Ford Motor had already
been established in Detroit, the United States.
With the development of the Morris Motor Co.Ltd., he es-
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tablished a new factory in Cowley in 1913, where he could use
the idle Army School on the outskirts of urbanized area in the
former Roman Kiln area. He learned the method of mass production in his first visit to the United States in 1914, when the
First World War occurred and transformed the European and
American market and society. The atmosphere of world-famous university town, where many foreign visitors came, inspired his spirit of business with the pioneer spirit and the
incubation of new creative ideas. To promote the mass sales of
his cars, he installed his printing press in Cowley for the production of a magazine, Morris Owner, as well as printing instruction books and all other requirements of Morris Motors
on his own press. The development of his press was due to the
economy of agglomeration of printing and publishing industries, developed by the Oxford University Press.
Forming an industrial system to synthesize with the evolution of university, he was very much interested in the diversification of his products, influenced by the new demand for
higher quality cares in the aforementioned spirit, ethos, mood
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and climate and its locus between the center of mass sales,
London and the center of new car production area, Coventry
on the fringe of core for the modern industrial revolution, Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool. Within Oxford, he established his new factory first in Edmond road, Cowley to produce
M.G.S., originally produced at the Morris Garages premises in
Long Wall Street. In addition, he established two other companies, together with American companies, the Pressed Steel
Company of Great Britain and the British Paint & Laquer Company established in Cowley in 1926.
Without saying, the case of Toyota had quite different relations with universities, from Morris Motor in Oxford, which
developed the King Alfonso XIII Chair of Spanish Studies for
his business, established the Nuffield College, after the revitalization of less well endowed colleges, such as St. Peters Hall
(1928), Worcester (1714), Penbroke (1624) and Lincoln College (1429). He, himself, wanted this to be a college of engineering and commerce to encourage the evolution of modern
creative science and development of creative industry, while
the Oxford University devoted this college to postgraduate
studies in social science to avoid the competition with Cambridge University, the famous scientific university, with Cambridge Science Park owned by Trinity College. As a result of
this construction, the beautiful landscape adjacent to the Oxford Castle between Worcester and Pembroke College in the
west was made as beautiful as the Magdalen Bridge and Magdalen College in the east, which, in turn, developed more attractive hosting environment for excellent creative talents.
On the northern fringe of the town center, he gave more
donations to the celebrated old Radcliffe Infirmary in the
building of a maternity home in 1932. On the adjacent old observatory purchased by Lord Nuffield (Mr. W. Moris), the Nuffield Institute of Medical Research was constructed for research
and post graduate medical training. It exerts a great influence
on the creation of new idea and science, the innovation of
latest technology and engineering, the incubation of new business and industry, together with following departments and
laboratory; Nuffield Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Nuffield Department of Orthopedics, Rheumatology and
Musculoskeletal Science, Nuffield Department of Clinical Neuroscience. Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine, Nuffield
Department of Anesthetics, Nuffield Department of Clinical
Laboratory Science and Nuffield Laboratory of Ophthalmology, closely linked with other schools, departments, laboratories and R&D institutes.
The Nuffield Department of Clinical Medicine and related

facilities developed not only the comprehensive medical sciences but also the practical sciences, because of essential roles
and aims of medical science to get well by patients themselves.
They became the engines for the creation of clinical medicines
through the innovation of medical and clinical examinations. In
the case of Oxford, the clinical examinations of penicillin illuminated the creation of ideas and sciences and the innovation of
technological and engineering, and the incubation of business
and industries such as pharmaceutical business and industry.
The Penicillin was discovered by Sir Alexander Fleming, professor of London University in 1929 which got its chemical
stable by the Howard Florey and Oxford team by the practical
war time needs in 1939. The Penicillin Rose Garden, in the
Botanic Garden (originally Physical garden) at the opposite
site of Magdalene is still indispensable and important land
mark that recalls the Oxford style creative innovation and innovative incubation of business and industry and these spirits,
comprehensive knowledge and ethics, taking much care of
natural wisdom and providence.
These became gradually the engine of development of medical science and bio-science in this attractive and evolution of
creative hosting environment on the global scene, although it
could still not be the incubator and the innovator of technologies and industries in a local area, because of the lack of catalytic structure and creative synthesizer to fuse idea, science,
technology, engineering, management and business at the
frontier of London Capital region, connected by London,
Heathrow and Gatwick Coach and Cambridge Coach. Oxford
has the Oxford Institute for science, innovation and society,
business school at Park End Street and Oxford-Princeton
Global Leaders Fellowship Programme and the Global Economic Governance Programmer at High Street.
Considering the creative innovation of industry, we should
pay due regards not only to the direct relations and channels
with universities, R&D institutes and other facilities, but also
to the invisible atmosphere such as hosting environment for
creative talents and miraculous climate to induce creative
idea, science, innovative technology, engineering, and effective incubation of business and industry to adapt and readapt
to the changing phase of socio-market and politico-cultural
society, production-system and life style (<Fig.3.1.2>).
Concerned with creative innovation, Israel illuminates one
of the best countries toward the creative innovation, which
was stressed in our conference at Ben-Gurion University, taking much care of its locus, market, society, community, culture and civilization led by Jewish under the war economy in
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the keen competition and the serious wars with surrounding
countries (Miyakawa 1987a). The large and high tech munitions lead the creative innovation of science & Technology
and incubation of venture business and industry, although
most of venture businesses were merged by the rapid growing
American businesses, which developed R&D institutes and
business models in Israel based on the invisible linkages and
trust with Jewish community. In contrast, Israel venture businesses listed stocks in New York Stock Exchange such as Mobile Eye for self-automatic driving and Re-walk Robotic for
support, which meet with the growing global market and society and adapt to the environmental and welfare industries.

3.2 Regionalization of Automobile Industry and Economy of Agglomeration
When choosing the site of Toyota Motor, Mr. Kiichiro
Toyoda took the place into first consideration, where he could
employ unsophisticated workforce and talent. Owing to socio-economic and cultural political relations between the com-
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pany and its workforce, not only the education of technology
and business management but also the training of skills and
mental & physiological better understanding of local climate
and company-culture have been well equipped. It is very important to promote creative innovation of idea, science, technology, engineering, business and industry, owing to smooth
transfer of decision making and taking among its own divisions, subsidiaries, cooperative and other companies since the
establishment.
Concerned with the establishment, the associate professor,
Kazuo Kumabe was its member, who endeavored to purchase
latest cars such as DKW passenger car from Germany in 1937
for development of EA & EB cars and finally became the
vice-president of Toyota Motor. This committee belonged to
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry that cooperated with
the Ministry of Railway, where his friend of university, Hideo
Kobayashi worked to design the standard car. This Ministry
opened its first bus route between Okazaki and Tajimi over
the army maneuvers field of Koromo (followed by today’s Aichi Loop line railway), Mikawa, where proposed site of assembling factory of Toyota Motor. An another friend of University,
Kaoru Saka of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, who
helped the document of Pratt-Toyota Contract in 1934
(<Fig.3.2.1>).
As for the materials and parts, Kiichiro Toyoda asked the
two authorities; one was Dr. Kotaro Honda (1870-1954, born
in Aichi), the director of the most world famous Institute for
Material Research in 1919 and then the president of Tohoku
Imperial University in 1931, who created original ideas and sciences such as physical metallurgy and innovated the creative
technology and engineering of magnetic steels such as KS
steel invented in 1917, and at last incubated several local venture businesses and the distinguished domestic special steel
industry. Another Dr. Tokushichi Mishima (1893-1953) was
the professor of Tokyo Imperial University, who invented MK
steel in 1931. Toyota Motor could introduce these creative and
innovative technologies and engineering, largely owing to the
locus of Shibaura Laboratory of Toyota Motor in Tokyo, where
he also could enjoy the creative and innovative skills and technologies of Japanese subcontractors for Japan Ford in the international trade port, Yokohama established in 1925 and
Japan GM in the traditional business center, Osaka in 1927,
when Hakuyosya closed its shop.
The efficient economy and the encouraging entrepreneurship promoted the entry of distinguished artisans and engenderers into the manufacturing of popular cars by Toyota Motor
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such as Takatoshi Suga, who engaged in the manufacturing of
engine cast of Atsuta in 1932 under the Chukyo Detroit Project, conducted by the mayor of Nagoya city born in Sanage,
Toyota, Isao Ooiwa in 1932. The chief engineer of Daido Steel
in Nagoya, Benzo Fukada was also employed by Toyoda Auto
Loom, who started the establishment project of Toyota Steel.
They were interested in creations of original ideas, innovation
of technologies & engineering and incubations of manufacturing units with their strong entrepreneurships.
Since the amendment of incorporation articles in 1934,
Toyoda Auto Looms increased its capital from one million yen
to 3 million yen and then added the two new business purposes
in 1934; engine & machines, and steel and sheet metal processing under the adequate advices by a friend of Kiichiro Toyoda,
Dr. Yoshinosuke Yamada of Tokyo Institute of Technology and
based on his own field survey of 130 American assembling and
parts factories, 7 R&D institutes and 5 universities in addition to
the purchasing of best Mather machines, tools and high quality
test instruments, together with Risaburo Ooshima, transited
from Germany in 1935. This creative synthesis of comprehensive sciences and technologies of university with practical sciences and engineering of skilled masters enabled the creative
innovations and competitive incubations of business.
The endeavor of creative innovation based on field survey
and precise research not for imitation but for improvement
enabled the manufacturing and assembling of materials and
parts including Ford and GM ones and developed light automobiles, which were asked by Captain Hisao Ito of the Ministry of Army. He started the negotiations with the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry to promote the changes of manufacturing policies of domestic cars by the accelerated merger of
domestic car makers to fit the emerging army markets of Japan and Manchuria. However, this policy of domestic car manufacturing did not be accepted by the Japanese car makers,
except the Jidousya Seizo (predecessor of Nissan Motor),
managed by Gisuke Ayukawa in 1934, although it was denied
by the Ministry of Army because it intended the future corporation with GM.
Even, at this stage, Toyoda Auto Looms dispatched the sub
team leader Jiro Iwaoka to learn the latest idea, science, technology and engineering from the associate Professor Masao
Naruse of Tohoku Imperial University, Sendai in 1934 to catch
up to the promulgation of the Law for Automobile Manufacturing in 1936, according to its Outline promulgated in 1935.
At the final stage of development, Toyota succeeded to get the
permission of licensed company, together with Nissan Motor
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in 9th September 1936, when the first meeting of commission
for incubation of business of manufacturing automobile.
Toyoda Auto Loom held the Domestic Toyota Popular Passenger Cars Festival at Commerce & Industry Promotion House in
Marunouchi, near the business and administration center, Kasumigaseki, Tokyo.
In 1936, the automobile division of Toyoda Auto Loom employed surplus workers of Toyoda Spinning and Weaving in
addition to fresh workers such as Syouichi Saito (Chairman of
Toyota Motor), graduated from the Tohoku Imperial University, department of engineering, the research & development
division of Professor Shiro Nukiyama, a friend of Kiichiro
Toyoda and his cosine, Eiiji Toyoda, both of them graduated
from the Tokyo Imperial University. Eiiji started the Shibaura
Laboratory in 1936, a gathering place for researchers and artisans to create latest idea, science, technology and engineering
to incubate high quality products at cheaper cost with strong
spirits and earnest ethos. Under this ethos, Toyota also developed the Electric Battery R&D Institute at Shibura in 1939.
Kiichiro Toyoda intended the development of R&D division
earnestly more than other divisions such as the division of efficient and spiritual management by Kenkichi Takeuchi, effective operation for mass production, technical division for
improvement of mother machines and manufacturing process
led by Risaburo Ooshima and Takatoshi Suga, design division
based on the intention of R&D to fuse the production technology and skill, which has been improved by the advises of users
led by Shyougo Ito. Among these divisions, the division of
sales led by Shouichiro Kamiya and the division of R&D led by
Kiichiro Toyoda himself have been the twin wheels for rapid
growth and creative innovation of Toyota Motor.
With expansion of globalization and evolution of localization,
Toyota Motor improves its habitat as much as it could, in spite
of severer living conditions of war time. The Toyota Hospital
has been the symbol of improvement of habitat since its establishment in 1942 and a creator of practical idea and science, an
innovator of practical technology and engineering and an incubator of medical business and industry, although it could not
exert its influences, compared with the case of Oxford.
The improvement of habitat and socio-cultural conditions
and the increase of economy of agglomeration had been amplified, in spite of the war economic time. The automobile industry had been incubated from the aerospace industries in
one respect, especially in the Nagoya metropolitan area, although aerospace industries also had been incubated from
the automobile industries on the other hand. In 1943, Toyota
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Motor established the Tokai Airplane (a predecessor of
Aishin), together with the Kawasaki Aircraft. It located adjacent to the Kagamigahara Army Test Flight airport, separated
from the Kawasaki Shipbuilding at Kobe International port.
Toyota Motor started the aircraft engine in Kariya North factory. Rubber production division of Kariya factory was merged
with Nagoya factory of Kokka Industry, which promoted the
establishment of Toyoda Gosei. These agglomeration and regionalization have been accelerated by the Outline of Rearrangement for Strengthen of War Potential and the
establishment of Ministry of Munitions in 1943 (<Fig. 3.2.2>).
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To survive and to keep its rejuvenation system for overcoming the collapse and the risk of management, these incubated
corporations were obliged to develop their new businesses to
use material stocks and to adapt with changing needs to recover the daily life from defeated ruins in the severe liberalizing
international economy led by the United States, as the president, Kiichiro Toyoda announced in his plan and policy for Im-

provement, Reformation and Innovation in October, 1945.
The local climate, ethos and culture of company which had
preserved and improved day by day, are to fuse traditional excellent skills and the latest advanced technologies, based on
the creative ideas and sciences towards the new venture business and the latest industry. It goes without saying that Toyota
Motor always pay due regards to the better life-style of workers and their habitat with hard and soft infrastructures as
much as it could. They gradually formed the great incubators
not only of automobile industries but also new venture industries since its establishment, paying due regards to the regionalization of automobile industries and the economy of
agglomeration. The housing industry is one of the excellent
examples, which illuminates the connection and the coherence of aforementioned creative innovation of technology and
incubation of industry.
His grandson, Shoichiro Toyoda also succeeded a spirit of
incubation and innovation of new business of prefabricated
housing, which his father had already started first in 1946 at
the corner of Koromo factory and then established Yutaka Precon (Toyota Concrete, today s Toyota Sougyo) in 1950. After
the death of his farther Kiichiro Toyoda in March1952 and his
uncle Risaburo Toyoda in June 1952, the director, Shoichiro
Toyoda recalled his farther dream to his mind, in which
Kiichiro intended to develop prefabricated houses, with heliports on the tops in the ruins after the end of World War II.
In 1967, the all Toyota Technology Conference nominated
first the Housing Industry with its related appliance in addition to computer information industry, etc. Concerned with
this selection of new business for Toyota Motor, this technological conference and the comprehensive and all round planning division of Toyota Motor Manufacturing made clear the
five standards for this selection; 1. large scale of market and
long sustainable market, 2. possibility of entry into the rapid
growing market, 3. practical use of all technologies and abilities of Toyota Motor group, 4. to fit in the popular demand
and idea with principles of management, 5. popular industry
in the world market & society, which amplify the growth of
automobile industry. The green housing industry is the best
example of this amplification.
Toyota Motor separated and established his first prefabricated house factory, Sotoyama in 1975 and then Kasugai in
1987. This incubation had been conducted by Shoichiro
Toyoda in 1969 together with two planning divisions of Toyota
Motor Manufacturing and Toyota Motor Sales. In the other respect, this plan of incubation was not only the incubation of
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creative & innovative housing industry but also the try & error
project to revitalize the rejuvenation of Toyota Motor by this
catalyst between them and between these two Toyota Motors
and their subsidiaries; the third division of Technology, the
fifth division of technology and the division of equipment of
Toyota Motor Manufacturing (frame, panel, anticorrosive, wiring, plumbing, etc.), Toyota Auto body (alcove, closet), Aishin
(laboratory and washing room), Denso (Kitchen, Conditioning) and Toyota Industry (today’s JETXT Dining, Bathroom
and Toilet), which were the results of creative innovations of
their advanced technologies and stimuli on the creative incubations of new businesses.
Concerned with this progress of test manufacturing and assembling prefabricated houses, Toyota Motors started their
examinations of living & habitability in the three houses lived
by workers families at Ibohara Residence Park since 1971. In
succession, Toyota tried new materials such as light steel and
metal in 1973, reinforced concrete in 1974, which accelerated
the establishment of Sotoyam factory near its head office and
factory, i.e. its core area. Namely, it was a symbol of its open
creative innovation and incubation of creative industry.
In 2004, Toyota Housing Corporation began operations
overseeing Toyota’s housing business toward the creative and
innovative smart polis with intelligent transport system and
smart grid for sustainable development with rejuvenation and
feedback system. This is the traditional and original industrial
system and structure to transform its creative idea, science, its
innovative technology and engineering and strong sprit to incubate its venture business and its related industry, taking
much care of rejuvenation system and feedback loop structure
to absorb shocks for sustainability in the keen competitions
with Sekisui and Panasonic, led by Toyota Smart Center and its
function of concierge based on the smart community alliance.
This sort of culture now has been cultivated in the Toyota Shirakawago Natural School paying due regards to natural wisdom and natural providence.

3.3 Transformation of Housing Industries and Metamorphosis of Habitat
Since the establishment of Koromo Works of Toyota Motor
at the field of Army Maneuvers penetrated by the first bus lane
of the Ministry of Railway between Okazaki and Tajimi, Mr.
Kiichiro Toyoda took care of Habitat, especially housings for
better life of workers such as 250 company’s houses, dormitory
for 1300 workers, training school for 1500 young men, five dining rooms for 5000 workers and hospital (<Fig. 3.3.1>).
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Owing to the locus of this factory at the old castle town,
Koromo he had to develop better habitat such as Toyota Department Store (today’s Toyota Cooperative) established in
1938 and successive opening of railway stations in front of Toyota Motor of Mikawa Railway (Meitetsu Mikawa line) between
the auto looms and automobile industrial castle town, Kariya
and the trade market and silk industrial castle town, Koromo.
This new cross-road became influential by the former Daijuji
Railway between Koromo and local urban center & castle town,
Okazaki. Consequently, this better habitat enabled the smooth
relocation of Toyota Motor and separation of Kariya factory for
Radiator, Rubber, Plug & Electric auto-parts, Truck Body Shop,
conducted by his young cousin, Eiji Toyoda.
It is a worthy to mention that the president Kiichiro Toyoda
still had his strong spirit and intention to develop his original
popular passenger car as noted in his memorandum ‘The way
toward the New Popular Car’; That is to say the automobile is
a conveniences of modern life and civilization to enjoy the
useful facilities and happy life, His principle conducts the orig-
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inal compact car not to compete but to enjoy coexistence and
co-prosperity. It is based on the creative and unique idea &
science, the improved & innovative technology & engineering, and incubated & initiate business & industry to fit with the
changing phase of Japan in the international market & society.
For this purpose, the president Kiichiro employed the distinguished engineers and technicians in spite of the severe
unemployment just after the end of World War II; Takio Hasegawa from Tachikawa Aircraft and lieutenant commander of
Navy, Touru Inagawa. Concerned with the former university
staff, the aforementioned managing director, K. Kumabe assisted the president Kiichiro, together with other engineers
and skilled artisans such as Takatoshi Kan, president of Kariya
Mchine Tools in this chaotic situation, who became a member
of temporary bureau of revival and reconstruction directed by
the President Kiichiro Toyoda.
To overcome the management risk after the World War II,
Toyota Motor separated its sales division (Toyota Motor Sales)
in 1950, owing to the coordination of S. Takanashi, Nagoya
branch manager of the Bank of Japan. Without this financial
aids and advices, Toyota Motor could not survive and reestablish rejuvenation system with the structure of shock absorber
to adapt with the fundamental risk of collapse. In addition, Eiiji
Toyoda developed the unique and original system of invention
and design, together with statistic quality control system based
on the improved S.Q.C. from the United States for creative innovations, developed by the director of inspection, Hanji Umehara, former lecturer of department of engineering, Tohoku
Imperial University. The retirement of Kiichiro Toyoda and the
inauguration of Taizo Ishia, former president of Toyoda Auto
Loom were the dual wheels for revitalization of rejuvenation
system at its fundamental turning point in 1950.
Concerned with the social creative innovation, it was and still is
worthy to mention the establishment of Kyuyosha-Rengo-Kai (Local Salary men Union). It played an indispensable role to change
traditional agricultural farmer society and community into new
industrial and salary men’s society with large and flexible tolerance and room to promote the agglomeration of automobile industries. This metamorphosis of local community enabled the
rename of city name from Koromo to Toyota in 1959 to overcome the social struggles led by the traditional citizens and descendant of doctor for the lord of Koromo (Sichisyu-7
countries-Ise, Mino, Shinano etc. viewing castle) and surrounding
agricultural communities, when Toyota Motor opened its Motomachi plant at the former site of Tokai Airplane near the future
Motomachi interchange of Tomei Highway constructed in 1969.

It is still worthy to mention that the improved suggestion
system of creative innovation of technology, engineering and
incubation by all employments, especially works of factories in
1951 has been the indispensable suggestion system for practice as soon as possible. The establishment of Yutaka Pre-Con
(literally prefabricated concrete house for prosperity) was the
symbol of this creative innovation and incubation of industry
to fit with the growing market, opened by the aforementioned
government orders of rehabilitation after the World War II and
aforementioned growth of new market after the Korean War.
Yutaka Pre Con was renamed to Toyota Concrete in 1959 and
developed 1000 companies’ Toyo-Light houses for companies
of Toyota group. This Toyo-Light house was adopted as mass
production houses by the Ministry of Construction in 1952. Toyota Concrete developed its technologies and dry-joint engineering for middle & high rise prefabricated houses, which were
admitted by the Ministry of Construction in 1966, and then adopted by Kanagawa prefecture and Japan Housing Corporation.
As a result of high economic growth and metamorphosis of
habitat & life style, this new market of mass production of prefabricated houses enabled not only the production of concrete house but also that of wood or light steel. This market
was developed by the system for buying own house of all
worker started in 1964 by Toyota Motor Manufacturing.
The subcontractor of construction for Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Sanei Industry entered in wood processing industry
and constructed its Kotobuki factory for lumber & wood processing industry, which at last established its housing division
in 1972. Consequently, Sanei Industry was admitted as a real
estate company and prefabricated concrete house maker in
1973 and became the comprehensive total housing company.
Notwithstanding the development of globalization and the
evolution of localization of automobile industry in Toyota city
and its adjacent cities and towns, Toyota Motor gradually promoted the ability of incubation of new industries, especially
the housing industry.
In response to the maturing of housing market, Toyota Motor established its Toyota House, together with Towa Real Estate, based on its estates for sales in lots such as Ichiki, Ibohara,
Akiba, Aoki, Hiratobashi, Hirokawa, Misato and Takemoto.
These estates were the incubators and examination sites of
prefabricated houses of Toyota Motor. In 1972, Toyota Motor
Manufacturing started its examinations of living in prefabricated and wood unit houses at Ibohara housing estate, Toyota
city. Aaccording to the spirit of founder, Kiichiro Toyoda, it
endeavored its continuous improvement and creation of bet-
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ter living, which won its way to the final in the keen competitions with prefabricated housing makers such as Sekisui and
Misawa, and other new entries such as New Japan Steel (today’s Japan Sumitomo Steel) and Matsushita Denko (today’s
Panasonic), in spite of long depression.
At last, Toyota Motor Manufacturing changed its articles of
incorporation in 1975, which enabled its real entry into its
housing business, largely supported by the comprehensive
housing industrial estate at Oosaki on the Mikawa bay near
Tahara factory of Toyota Motor and the agglomeration of
housing industries, including its subsidiaries and other leading
companies such as Suzuki Motor and Mitsui group. As for the
establishment of housing industries in the keen competitions,
Toyota Motor took much care of not only the environment
and living style but also the total economy of prefabricated
houses and their engineering in the long time & range. This
housing business of Toyota Motor is steadily implementing
measures in accordance with the Toyota’s Housing Business
Environmental Action Plan 2010 in two perspectives of increasing home lifespan and saving energy with creating energy, using plug-in-hybrid and electric vehicles.
We also pay due regards to the local climate and the local
culture generated by Toyota Motor Manufacturing itself, which
could develop its energy saving technology and its environmental technology. The successive constructions of factories
and R&D centers of the Toyota Motor Manufacturing within
the expanding orbit of automobile industry generated the sustainability, taking much care of environment and of ecology
along the river Yahagi. As the expansion of network of information and of innovation of technology and initiation of design over the local area, the iconography of Toyota Motor
developed remarkably into the next stage and the dimension.
On this advanced stage, Toyota Motor awarded the Deming
Prize in 1965 and constructed the Higashi Fuji Automobile
Performance Testing (Higashi Fuji Technical center since
1971) in the Tokaido Megalopolis, at the intermediate boundaries between the Tokai automobile industrial area and the
Tokyo metropolitan area as a result of business tie-up agreement between Toyota Motor Manufacturing, Toyota Motor
Sales, Hino Motor Manufacturing and Hino Motor Sales in
1966. This network of networks on technology and design,
and production and life style accelerated the revitalization of
traditional Precepts and Spirits to adapt and readapt with the
changing phase of industry and local culture.
Consequently, Toyota Motor intended to develop green and
smart prefabricated houses with plug of hybrid car and electric
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car in the better habitat and to develop the synapse for sympathizer of quick information and regulation toward the sustainable green and better life i.e. smart city. Since Toyota Motor
entered this prefabricated housing industry, Toyota enhanced
the standard of Japanese homes through sturdy, high quality
construction as is symbolized in the production of steel unit
construction, Since Smart Sage Eco in addition to steel frame
construction and steel frame & wood panel construction. This
Since Sorest series, launched in April 2009, intended not only
to reduce CO2 emissions by approximately 52% compared to
standard homes built 20 years ago but also could offset CO2
emissions by employing photovoltaic power generation system (Toyota 2009).
Considering the habitat of Toyota, Mikawa, Nagoya metropolitan area and Tokai area composed of 4 prefectures under
the risk of catastrophic by the big earthquake, Toyota Home
has its high level resistance with durability necessary to withstand this sort of great earthquake, although the real great
earthquake with unexpected and unforeseen big tsunami occurred in the East Japan on the Pacific in 2011. As the result of
growth of housing industry and of establishment of its brand
of house & habitat, Toyota Motor decided the separation of
housing industry and the establishment of Toyota Housing
cooperation in 2004.
Owing to the donations of Toyota Motor, Toyota city could
develop its better hosting environment and habitat, with the
establishments of Toyota Municipal Museum of Art, closely
related with Vatican and Toyota City Library, linked with
Bodleian Library of Oxford University, which ensured the their
international brands and the evolution of the local culture of
single company town on the global scene. In addition, Toyota
Motor also sponsored the establishment of football team,
Grandpas 8 Nagoya and construction of Toyota Stadium, designed by a famous architecture, Kisyo Kurokawa, together
with the symbolic bridge over Yahagi River. It formed the symmetric landscape, the iconography of synthesize the Nature
with the Humanity. It is the modern symbolic landscape, taking much care of historical popular movement to love natural
landscapes and natural wisdom and natural providence.
Since then, Toyota Home endeavored to develop its creative housing that is environmentally considerate. It is adapted
and readapted to diverse lifestyle for a long life span with a
warranty of up to 60 years for comfortable living on narrow
urban plots by featuring a split level design with a built-in garage and ample storage space and battery for development of
plug-in-hybrid car and electric car (Fig.3.3.2).
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This principle guides not only Toyota House but also its
habitat toward the creative and innovative housing that curtails CO2 emissions through heat insulation performance at
the industry’s highest levels, based on the accumulated technologies and advanced engineering of automobile and housing industries from the two perspectives of saving and creating
energy for increasing home life span. For the Toyota Motor, its
housing industry should be comfortable for residents and
good for the earth with value that can be handed down to the
next generation as its sustainability report 2009 wrote in page
44. It illuminated the change of stage and dimension of world
market and society toward those of global market and society,
taking much care of natural wisdom and natural providence to
develop creative, and innovative, economic and efficient, environmental and ecological idea, science, technology and engineering for incubation of creative and innovative business and
industry on the global scene. Toyota Ecoful Town, opened in
2012 is this symbol with photovoltaic power station and storage battery, measures against heat island effect (special paving
tested in 2005 EXPO), next generation vehicles etc.

As mentioned above, Toyota Motor illuminated the transformation of industrial revolution and of civilization on an each
stage of industrial development and of regional evolution, taking much care of metamorphosis and mutation of its locus,
orbit and iconography. Considering the roles of the university
and paradigm toward creative innovation on the global scene,
we should pay due regards to the change, transformation,
metamorphosis and mutation of its orbit and its iconography,
focusing on the locus, especially its historical stage, changing
speed and status.

4. CREATIVE SOCIAL INNOVATION AND EVOLUTION OF GREEN ECONOMY AND WELFARE
In the early 1970s, Toyota Motor met with the mutation, i.e.
Neo Industrial Revolution and Neo Civilization on the global
scene. In 1970, Toyota Motor Manufacturing operated its last
factory at Tsutsumi in succession of Miyoshi plant operated in
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1969 for auto-parts, paying due regards to local and global environment. On the other hand, Toyota Motor opened its Brussels Office in 1970 as the future management center of
European Union. In addition, Toyota Deutschland was established in 1971, when Toyota Motor Manufacturing converted
its Higashi-Fuji Automobile Performance Testing Center to its
Higashi-Fuji Technical Center. In 1973, the oil crisis changed
the international economy fundamentally to curtail CO2 emissions through heat insulation performance at the industry’s
highest levels, due to the judgment of Yokkaichi court of Japan, which urged not only the industrial companies and national, prefectural and municipal governments to do their best
for improvement of environment of water and of land. The
Myouchi plant in Miyoshi town adjacent to the Toyota city,
established in 1973, was the symbol of environmental considerate on the glove and comfortable for local residents.
Owing to the better habitat on the Pacific and the economy
of agglomeration of aerospace and automobile industries in
the California area with State University of California and its
incubator, Silicon Valley, Toyota Motor Manufacturing decided to establish Calty Design Center in this area in 1973,
from overseas in 1974, although Toyota Motor Manufacturing
still expanded its agglomeration with the construction of Shimoyama plant, symbol of environmental friendly factory and
evolved the new creative & innovative business, prefabricated
housing at Sotoyama factory in 1975 adjacent to the head office for comfortable life on good earth, when Japan held the
Okinawa Ocean Festival and opened the new Pacific Ocean
era as a visit of Emperor to the United States and establishment of the Toyota Manufacturing Australia and the Toyota
Technical Center. In Japan, it constructed the first coastal factories, Kinuura transmission factory in 1978 and Tahara Lexus
Factory with engine plant on the Mikawa bay, a part of the
three big metropolitan bays, Ise in 1979.
Concerned with the creative innovation, Toyota Technological Institute was established in 1981 at the former site of Toyota Central R&D Labs established in 1960 at Tenpaku in
Nagoya. It relocated to Nagakute town between Nagoya city
and Toyota city. The ability of creative innovation of Toyota
Motor had strengthen its total system of creation of idea and
science, innovation of technology and engineering and incubation of venture business and industry toward the next generation on the global scene. Without saying, Toyota Motor always
improve these creative innovations step by step, day by day
through the aforementioned creative idea and method, suggestion system, taking a care of synthesis, sympathy, synchro-
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nism and syncretism on the feedback loop of rejuvenation and
the structural room and mental tolerance in a long range.
As for the revitalization of creative innovation, Toyota Motor
had the twin wheels, automobile industry and housing industry, which could develop their feedback system for amplification of each creative innovation toward the better environment
and habitat. Kuozui Motor began operation in Taiwan in 1986,
which would be able to play its role to coordinate and cooperate with subsidiaries of Toyota Motor in China and in Kyushu,
because of its locus and its orbit. In Japan, Teiho factory in
Toyota operated in this year also symbolized its new role in
the next generation toward the better global environment and
the better human habitat as the result of 5R movements, Refine, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Retrieve energy.
These 5 R Movements for sustainable development also affected the creative innovation of housing industry in the Kasugai Housing Work operated in 1987 in the locus adjacent to
the first big housing estate of Japan Housing Corporation in
the Nagoya metropolitan area. In accordance with the creative
innovations in Japan, Toyota Motor established its Toyota
Technical Center of Europe (now TMME Technical Center) in
Belgium in 1987, a decade after the establishment of Toyota
Technical Center U.S.A. (now TTC-USA), which completed the
advanced triangle of creative innovation on the global scene.
In contrast to the operation of Hirose Plant, Toyota Motor
completed the Tochigi Housing works on the fringe of Tokyo
metropolitan area in 1989, when Toyota Motor established
Toyota Europe Office of Creation in Brussel and US dealer
channel to launch the LS400 and ES 250.
On the global scene, Toyota Motor completed its global system with the operations of Toyota Motor Manufacturing U.S.A.
(now Toyota Motor Manufacturing Kentucky) and Toyota Motor Manufacturing Canada in N.A.F.T.A. In addition, Toyota
Europe Office of Creation (Toyota EPOC) opened in Brussels.
Within Japan, Tochigi Housing Works was completed to meet
with the growth of Tokyo metropolitan area, market and society. The sympathy and the synthesis of advanced technology
with excellent design are indispensable to survive in the keen
competitive-cooperation among the oligopolistic companies.
Toyota Design Center (now Tokyo Design & Research Laboratory) opened in 1990 has been the symbol of sustainability to
meet with the Neo Civilization in the aforementioned advanced triangle with Lexus dealer channels since 1989.
After peaking in 1990, new car sales in Japan have been on a
downward trend, owing to the metamorphosis of aged society
and the decrease of percentage of the pre-entry segment
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(aged 18 to 24 years old persons, 71.6% of men in 1999 to 68%
in 2007, 69.9% of women in 1999 to 62.8% in 2007), according
to the survey by the Japan Automobile Manufacturing Association Inc. Namely, college students are not interested in the
cars, although, digital Information Industrial Revolution. It
also played an important role in revitalization of automobile
market to offer new ways of enjoying cars and new information services, closely linked with the latest social information
and its society and community. For a recovery of business
spirit and rejuvenation system of domestic market and society,
Toyota Motor held the driving festival with the first two day
test drive, eco-run and experience of navigation system and
automatic parking functions, through Toyota Metapolis, 3D
city: Experience a Virtual World of Cars.
Toyota Motor entered into its fifth stage since 1992, when
Toyota Supplier Support Center was established in the United
States and Toyota Motor Manufacturing began Global production, and Toyota Motor Kyushu began the production for export to the United States and Toyota Motor Hokkaido started
its production of transmission and aluminum wheel. In 1997,
Toyota Motor launched into the Toyota Hybrid System and
production of Prius hybrid vehicle, which embodied the vehicle of 21th century, the second generation Prius was launched
in 2003 to contribute to the local and global environment improvement by shifting from quality to quantity. The third generation Prius, launched in 2009, illuminated futuristic styling
with affordable price by sharing 90% of the parts in platform
and 50% of the parts in the suspension with the existing models to cut the cost by 30% and improved fuel efficiency toward
38km/L to compete with the light vehicles.
According to the traditional Japanese culture, ‘Aioi’ and latest Neo Japanese civilization, ‘Sousho’ which reduce conflicts
and to achieve a balance between advanced environment and
better driving performance in the keen competitions among
next generation electric car, hydrogen and bio-fuel engine.
They intended to deal with the future serious issue of energy
source depletion, especially in Japan by developing next generation engine and motor. As for this purpose, Toyota still
keeps the Spirit of the Toyota Percepts passed on since Toyota’s Foundation in 1937. This Toyota Percepts, as mentioned
above, played an important role of spiritual support for employees and that of mental generator of creative innovation of
idea, science, technology, engineering, business and industry.
It has been refreshed by the Guiding Principles at Toyota
adopted in 1992 and then revised in 1997. Among 7 principles,
Number 4~6 stressed on the creation and the innovation, to-

gether with the harmony based on the traditional Japanese
Culture of ‘Aioi’. 4 Create and develop advanced technologies
and provide outstanding products and services that fulfill the
needs of customers worldwide, which adopted with changing
global market and globalization-localization manufacturing
system. Toyota Motor set up the Customer Assistance Center
for quick response to customer questions and complaints toward the better quality cars in 1982 and revitalized the feedback loop for better quality car in technology and in design. It
is a spring board to further development, which often could
overcome a difficult business climate by the sudden outbreak
of the economic crisis such as in the second half of 2008. The
Excellence in Customer Quality Challenge campaign rolled
out in 2007, which has been illuminated in the New Corolla
with innovative technologies’ information. 5 Foster a corporate culture that enhances individual creativity and teamwork
value, while honoring mutual trust and respect between labor
and management. 6 Pursue growth in harmony with the global
community through innovation management.
In 1998, Toyota Motor and Volkswagen signed agreement regarding recycling, navigation systems and tele-matics. And Automotive Multimedia Interface Consortium was established jointly
with General Motors, Ford, Daimler-Benz, Renault and Chrysler
in 1998. Toward the next generation automobile, Toyota Motor
intended to develop its software and hard infrastructure, especially, multimedia interface as a result of creative innovations of
high technologies and of advanced information software. They
were indispensable for wining way of Toyota Motor to the finals
in the keen competitive-cooperation among oligopolistic companies on the global scene. Toyota Motor, itself, established
Toyota Mapmaster with Aishin AW, Denso, Matsushita Communication, Industrial, Zenrin and Fujitsu Ten. Concerned with
new venture business, closely related with fundamental philosophy and modern principle of its behavior, taking much care of
better global environment and local habitat, Toyota Motor, established Australian A Forestation jointly with Mitsui and Nippon
paper Industries in Australia in 1998.
It was the time, when Toyota Motor has to recall the two pillars of Toyota Way 2001, in the time of opening new century;
Continuous Improvement and Respect for People; ‘Continuous
Improvement’ is the real engine to create, innovate, incubate
and evolve industries, overcoming every crisis by turning each
crisis into an opportunity for further growth. It is the key of rejuvenation system for sustainable development, through Challenge with courage and creativity to realize the long term vision
and dream, Kaizen, improving business operation continuously
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driving for innovation and evolution and Genchi-Genbutsu,
finding the facts to make correct decision and build consensus
and achieve goals at the best speed, through creation of best
idea and science, innovation of best technology and engineering
and incubation of best business towards the best industry. For
sustainability, we need the respect for people to keep stability
and to maximize individual and team performance for the rejuvenation, structurally. Namely, it is an inevitable key for shockabsorb of unexpected crisis through their team works cultivated
in the long term employment stability.
As for the human resource development through aforementioned everyday and every time challenges, kaizen, genchi-genbutsu, mutual respect and teamwork, the on the job training is
indispensable strategy for human resource development. In
2002, the Toyota Institute was established with the mission of
training human resources, who can put the Toyota Way into
practice, through problem solving and training of subordinates,
management training and expatriate training on the both the
local and the global scene. In 2006, Toyota Motor reviewed its
new employee training system for technical division and established the R&D learning center with the twofold aim of strengthening the foundation for attractive products in technology and
design and improving Toyota’s high quality standards.
In response to the growth of green economy and better
global environment, Toyota Motor improved and created and
innovated new technologies; in 2002, Toyota Motor and PSA
Peugeot Citroen signed agreement for the joint development
and production of small cars to fit the European market and its
diesel engine technology, Toyota Peugeot Citroen Automobile
Czech and Toyota Motor Manufacturing Poland (manual transmission). As for the sustainable and stable development, this
sort of hinge and catalyst played an important role. For an example, Toyota Motor established its long term strategic relationship with China FAW Corporation.
This year, 2002 was a turning point for development of next
generation cars not only for Toyota Motor but also the others;
Toyota Motor and Nissan agreed to tie up on hybrid technology, which gradually became an indispensable technology for
fuel saving and reduction of emission. Therefore, the hybrid
technology and knowhow became general and de fact standard technology. This sort of creative innovation of FCHV
could revive this technology and enabled that Toyota Motor
FFCHV became first-ever market ready fuel cell vehicle to be
certified by Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport and then began leasing the Toyota FCHV in Japan
and in North America. In addition, Toyota Motor & Hino fuel
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cell hybrid bus first to be certified for use on Japanese road.
In 2003, Toyota Motor first agreed with Fuji Heavy Industry
and then Mitsubishi Motor to tie up on G-Book. Toyota Motor
established Toyota Motor Manufacturing Texas in the United
States and on the other hand, it established Toyota Technical
Center Asia-Pacific in Thailand and in Australia. As a result of establishments of Guangqi Toyota Engine, Guangzhou Toyota
Motor, Toyota FAW (Tianjin) Dies, FAW Toyota (Changchun)
Engine, Toyota Motor established its first research center with
Tsinghua University in 2005. The EXPO 2005, Love Earth (in Japanese Ai-Chi-kyu Festival) held at Nagakute between Nagoya
and Toyota connected by LINIMO (mono rail type commuting
linear) was very popular world-wide festival for establishment of
Toyota Brand based on the creative Toyota Philosophy, symbolizing in Toyota Partner Robot. In this year, Toyota Motor backed
up environmental activities by China’s Youth toward the next
Shanghai EXPO and Peking Olympic. It gradually changed Chinese market, which brought about the manufacturing Prius in
Changchun, China in 2005 to adapt with the new globalization.
Towards the Tokyo Olympic in 2020, Toyota Motor East Japan
intends to manufacture new design taxi in its Fuji plant beside
the center of motor sports, Fuji Speed Highway, which has the
history of production of luxury car, Century owing to its excellent technologies and skills. It is to say that this will be a trial for
establishment of comfortable and smart car of Toyota Motor,
because of over 70% occupation rate of taxi in Japan.
In 2007, Toyota Motor accomplished the global rejuvenation system with North America Production Support Center,
European Global Production Center and Asia-Pacific Global
Production Center and started the training for manufacturing
affiliates in an each area. This year was also a memorial year
when the global cumulative sales of Toyota hybrid vehicle
topped the 1 million marks and Toyota plug-in hybrid vehicle
obtained certification for public road-use from Japan’s Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, which resulted in
the open examination of green Toyota houses in the Eco-ful
Town, closely linked with car life (<Fig.4>).

4.1 Globalization of Automobile Industries and Creative
Innovation of Technologies
In response to the growth of mass-production and mass
sales, as a result of keen competitive cooperation in the oligopolistic industrial structure, Ford, GM and Chrysler expanded
their overseas markets and then their overseas factories, some
of which were merged. In turn, European makers endeavored
to develop and to export higher quality and high speed expen-
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sive cars to the United States market and then developing
countries, including their former colonies those had and still
have similar cultures and interests, especially since Information Industrial Revolution and Financial Civilization toward the
liberalized and gradually unified World Market.
In the time of mutation of not only the international economy and financial-information industrial activities but also the
principles of civilization, design and technology, the globalization and localization of automobile industries gradually covered Japan again by the United States car makers instead of
European car makers in reconstruction and revitalized economic boom caused by the Korean War.
This transformation of oligo-politic automobile industry led
by Chrysler again as a result of keen competitions of big American three makers in 1970, when the newly established automobile maker, Mitsubishi Motor merged with Chrysler in
1970, before GM-Isuzu and Ford-Matsuda. Mitsubishi was a
key company since its start to create innovation, when the Mitsubishi Shipbuilding manufactured FIAT model Mitsubishi A

type passenger car in 1917.
The reorganization of Chrysler, as mentioned above, played an
important role in the reorganization and the evolution of automobile industry not only in Japan and in Australia. In case of Japan, its
partner Mistubishi could enter into the automobile Industry,
largely owing to the economy of agglomeration of aerospace and
automobile industries in the Nagoya metropolitan area as mentioned above and could develop its light vehicles in cooperation
with Nissan Motor with its subsidiary, Aichi Industry in the Nagoya
metropolitan area and in rivalry with Suzuki in Hamamatsu and
Suzuka in Honda. In Australia, the close of Mitsubishi Motor (former Chrysler) Australia caused a series of closing toward the closing of Toyota Australia as a result of reorganization of ASEAN &
Oceania regional market and industry. In contrast, Mitsubishi
Motor developed remarkably its electric motor car, together with
Renault-Nissan group, largely owing to its traditional creative innovation abilities, technology & skills, inherited from aircraft and
submarine industries. Owing to its long history of electric motor
car since the start of automobile industry and relatively easy assembling system, new ventures can easily entry in this electric
motor market, if it developed its excellent design and technologies based on the powerful electric motor. It is a matter of course,
that it needs creative ideas and design and innovative technologies and engineering like Tesla, as mentioned above.
In the Nagoya metropolitan area, the two newly established
centers of information industries had been established in the
relations with Keio University, which developed the Fujisawa
campus of information science and the luxury 8 wheels electric car on the western fringe of Tokyo metropolitan area, Softpier-Japan at Ogaki and Kagamigahara Virtual Reality Center
on the northern fringe of Nagoya metropolitan area, which
gave stimuli on the creative innovation of information industries in the Nagoya metropolitan area including the Nagoya
Municipal Institute of Technology and Toyota Technological
Institute, Chukyo University etc.
Owing to the Lehman crisis and subprime mortgage, Chrysler and then General Motors should recover their rejuvenation
systems, together with governments. In 2013, Fiat relieved
Chrysler and Fiat-Chrysler became the fifth largest automobile
company, after Toyota, GM, VW, Ford and then, FIAT relocated its head office into Netherland from Italy and its financial
center in London and dealing center in New York to re-establish FIAT-Chrysler global and local manufacturing system for
creative innovation toward the sustainable re-development,
based on the economy of agglomeration and localized beneficiations at Maserati, Torino metropolitan area, Italy. The stim-
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uli on the rival and reverse of rejuvenation system and its
engine are the re-brightening of brand of FIAT for creative innovation of design and technology of this sort of global companies as rival Italian manufacturer, Ferrari and British Aston
Martin, in the production of small luxury sport car.
Similar to FIAT-Chrysler, GM also should reconstruct and refresh its global and local management system of GM including
the close of New United Motors Industry at Fremont, California
in 2010, which was operated since 1984 in competition with
Nissan USA at Tennessee and Honda Ohio, established in 1983.
It was a symptom of reorganization of global industrial system
with regional reorganization centered at Dallas metropolitan
area of Toyota Motor and also a synthesizer with rejuvenation
system of General Motor, especially in the United States and
China after the Lehman crisis and successive recall shocks towards the next generation automobiles. Concerned with the
creative innovation, we could .not look over the job-hopping of
excellent talents, not only of excellent technology, design, engineering but also executive management. It is a typical case that
Aston Martin has named senor manager Andy Palmer as its new
chief executive to catch rivals such as Volkswagen’s Bentley,
Fiat’s Ferrari and Tata Motor`s Jaguar Land Rover. Considering
the creative innovation, we should not look over the effect and
the role of brand, i.e. syncretism of sense with sympathy of design and technology, taking much care of global environment
and local ecology in addition to economy and efficiency as a
whole, including the festival of classic car races and FI races including new electric sports car race in the Urban centers.
In contrast, Toyota Motor still recalled the fundamental spirit
of founder of Toyota group. Sakichi Toyoda, who stressed on
his creative innovation; to mind always creation & innovation,
at just one step before the best timing of incubation of venture
business. It is still the most important symbol of Toyota Motor
itself and all institutions and companies of Toyota group: without saying, it is indispensable catalyst and synthesizer among
idea, science, technology, engineering, business and industry
as a whole as is marked under the statue of Sakichi Toyoda in
1982. It was relocated from the Memorial Museum of Kuragaike,
for his successor, son, Kiichiro Toyoda, in Takahashi between
the head office at Koromo and the birth place of Tokugawa
Shogun ate family, which influenced largely on the local & national culture, and also the culture of Toyota Motor, itself.
In every time of its turning point, Toyota Motor recalled this
original spirit and explained plain and concrete instances; at
present, the Toyota Global Vision 2020; Open the Frontiers of
Tomorrow through the energy of people and Technology,
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which urged each of its members to help create a path to a
new world and to work steadily toward the realization of society’s dreams through the energy of people and technology. It
is a matter of course, Toyota Motor should perceive the realities of the keen competitions between the last stage of liberalized world market and society and the first stage of regulated
global market and society since 1972.
Toyota Motor always has endeavored to produce new and
more value ahead of time; in case of automobile industries,
paying due regards to global environment and ecology
through the joining the energy of people and technology to
achieve ‘Monozukuri (manufacturing)’ in harmony with the
earth (global market and society in the nature). It leads in
starting cycles of industry harmoniously balanced with cycles
of nature towards the next generation stage with less conflicts
& sudden collapse, which has the structural room and spiritual tolerance to revitalize the system of recovery. It is in Japanese, ‘Sousyo’-system generated by the Japanese traditional
thought of Japanese culture, ‘Aioi’ to promote the creative innovation of technologies and the social innovation of market
and infrastructures toward successive incubation of creative
industries in unexplored industrial & spatial areas in response
to the globalization & localization (Miyakawa 2010; 2011a).
Between China and India, Japanese automobile companies
introduce latest technologies and systems of efficient engine
to compete with the aforementioned Fuji Heavy Industry and
Matzuda and the other light vehicle makers on the globe, to
adapt with newly regulated ASEAN market which gradually introduced. Japanese legal institutes and social system led by
Nagoya University. It illuminates the importance of sympathy
and fusion between the technological creative innovation and
the social creative innovation as a whole.
As mentioned, in 1992, the United Nations declared the UN
Declaration on Global Environment at Rio de Janeiro in addition to Japanese Basic Law of Environment in 1993, which
opened and promoted the popular movement of global and
local environment towards the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. This
quarter century is a symbolic turning time and point of Neo
Industrial Revolution including recycles and Neo Civilization,
which takes much care of natural providence and wisdom in
addition to the human ethics and knowledge. Those are the
engines and regulators of creative innovations of these Neo
Industrial Revolution and Neo Civilization.
Toyota Motor issues its Earth Charter in 1992 and it formulated the Toyota Environmental Action Plan in 1993 in accordance with the opening of global market and society toward
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the Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change in 1997, paying due
regards not only to pursuit of environmental technologies but
also ,voluntary actions in cooperation with society. Toyota Motor intends to take on the challenge of achieving zero emissions at all stages, i.e. production, utilization and disposal
paying due regards to the aforementioned 5 R movements,
promoting and synthesizing by the Toyota Environment Committee, taking much care of global warming.
Concerned with technology, the Code 2 of the Basic Policy
of Toyota Earth Charter was stressed on the pursuit of environmental technologies, developing and establishing new
technologies to enable the environment and economy to coexist harmoniously. The 15th session of Conference of Parties
to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (COP 15th) held in 2009 and is expected to set global
green house gas emission goals up to around 2020, through
Road Transport Sector Task Force, composed of Japan, the
United States, China, Australia, Korea, Canada around the Pacific and India between ASEAN and the Middle East, the
growth pole of next generation after the Pan-Pacific.
Japan steadily promote improvements to achieve fuel efficiency that surpasses the 2010 Fuel Efficiency Standards, improving the performance of hybrid systems and quickly

introduce next-generation fuel cell vehicles to contribute to realizing a hydrogen-based society in future. It is illuminated in
the plan of Kyushu hydrogen based societies between the Ito
campus and the Kitakyushu industrial complexes with Nippon-Sumitomo Steel and Kitakyushu Science and Research Park
as will be mentioned. Toyota Motor and its group assess and
develop corresponding high productive technologies for various types of bio fuels and synthetic fuels, which has been led by
Denso and Toyota Motor with their efficient using technologies.
As for the global society and market, Japan and Europe
should reduce CO2 emissions in the production and logistic
activities not only by efficient gasoline and diesel engines with
best fuel efficiency performance but also electric motor and
next generation fuel cell vehicles, taking much care of global
environment and local ecology. Developing recycling technologies for newly developed parts and materials, Toyota Motor
promote the development of vehicles that are easy to dismantle and recycle for newly developed parts and materials. The
Automobile Recycling Law (Law concerning Recycling Measures for End-of-Life Vehicles) was promulgated in 2005 and
Toyota Motor, had increased the Automobile Shredder Residue recycle/recovery rate to 80% in 2008, surpassing the legally mandated rate of 70% by 2015 (<Fig.4.1.1>).

Fig. 4.1.1 R
 oadmap of Infrastructure Preparation for EV/PHV
Source: http://www.meti.go.jp (2014.10.23)
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In a decade before, in 1998, Toyota Motor had already constructed the world’s first mass production Automobile Shredder Residue recycling plant, together with Recycled
Sound-Proofing Products, made of urethane and fibers recovered from this ASR. In connection with the launch of the first
generation hybrid Prius in 1997, Toyota Motor and Panasonic
EV Energy in Hamatsu worked together to create a Nationwide collection and recycling system with dismantle-ability
and recyclability. Achieving clear emissions and further reducing volatile organic compounds to improve atmospheric quality, Toyota Motor had already met the super-ultra-low emission
vehicle level, less than that of emission standards in the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. Diesel cars in Europe realize higher fuel efficiency Toyota Motor introduced
Avensis diesel engines in 2008 that meet Euro Vehicle Standards at heat of time. Thus, Toyota Motor took much care of
diesel engine, compared with European car makers and Japanese ones such as Matsuda, together with Denso. Under the
depression and keen international competitions since 2008
under the subprime loan economic shocks, Matsuda developed the synthesis of unique original technologies of diesel
engine, platform toward the Sky Active technologies based on
the accumulated Rotary Engine technologies.
As for the survival, in contrast to Matsuda, Fuji Heavy Industry intended more value added vehicles with self driving
equipments toward the Eyesight in addition to improvements
of economic and environmental efficiencies of gasoline engine toward the Zero emission society, although Fuji Heavy
Industry cooperated with Toyota Motor instead of former
G.M. and Nissan and introduced the plug-in-hybrid engine and
its technology from Toyota Motor.
Largely owing to these efforts, they still keep their domestic
productions and their powers to develop their international
production systems in the United States and Mexico and then
ASEAN countries. In contrast to these companies, the big
three, Nissan-Renault, Honda and Toyota Motor changed the
handle and their international production systems; Nissan
changed its system first since it invited the New Chairman, Carlos Ghosn from Renault and developed its production base in
Kitakyushu and its production of electric car with Mitsubishi.
Honda also regulated and adjusted its domestic production,
taking much care of exchange rate since 2003, when its domestic production and sales rate decreased under 60% and it completed its ratio over 90% in 2013. In this year, Honda established
this 6 regional production and sales with R&D institutes systems on the globe. Toyota Motor developed dual specialized
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systems in an each sections of brands Lexus, Toyota, Parts and
Components and R&D on the globe, paying due regards to
Toyota New Global Architectures and its whole creative innovation system from idea, science, technology, engineering,
production, business with sales and repair and industry to reduce the cost and to develop its status, i.e. brand and value
added. It is because of the keen competitions with GM and
Volkswagen in the keen competitions of global big three towards the next generation automobile in one side and on the
other hand it makes a new room and tolerance for incubation
of new venture business such as Tesla and other ventures.
Concerned with development of innovative technologies of
aforementioned engine, it is true that Toyota Motor changed
its stress from Diesel Smoke Control, 4 –valve direct injection
diesel engine, Diesel turbo engine to Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle
and Toyota Hybrid System in the late 1990s, since 1997. In
early 2000s, Toyota Hybrid system became popular in addition
to Fuel Cell Hybrid Vehicle, although Toyota Motor developed
Toyota Stop and Go System and Toyota Intelligent Idling Stop
system to reduce the emission. And then, Variable Valve timing-intelligent Electric etc.
Without saying, Toyota Motor also developed its driving,
suspension, body, electronics and materials; such as Diesel
Oxidation catalyst, three way palladium catalyst, NOx Reduction system, Toyota Eco-Plastic, Bio Plastic, Package tray and
door trim made out of the Kenaf Plant. In addition to new
materials, developments of electronics and information industrial creative technologies such as GPS voice navigation Smart
Key system, Night view system, map on demand technology
and intelligent parking assist, smart entry and start system are
developed remarkably, which leads to the intelligent transport
system and full 6 self automatic and comfortable driving system in a green and smart habitat with Toyota Housing and total intelligent social infrastructure.
In contrast to the well organized single company town like
Toyota city, Tsukuba Academic town with various relocated
R&D institutes of Japanese government and Tsukuba University (former Tokyo University of Education) from the Capital,
Tokyo, according to the Law of Tsukuba University in 1973,
also provided the large field of social examination of latest advanced technologies and social infrastructures such as smart
habitat with the next generation mobility. Concerned with environmental management, Toyota Motor learned lessons from
steadily reduced environmental impact over the entire lifecycle of the product through full scale implementation and establishment of Eco-Vehicle Assessment System.
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4.2 Refreshment of Environment and Revitalization of
Efficient Energy as a Whole
Since the launch of the first generation Prius in 1997, Toyota
Motor improved and evolved its hybrid technologies for all
power-train systems; development of fuel-efficient engines
such as variable valve timing-intelligent lift mechanism, valvematic engine for superior driving and environmental performance, which contribute to the further development of the
gasoline engine, first for Voxy and Noah launched in 2007, in
the keen competition with sky-active engine system of Matsuda and new engine of Fuji Heavy Industry. As mentioned,
Toyota Motor also developed its diesel engine for small cars in
Europe, together with Peugeot Citroen in Czech and Toyota
Motor Manufacturing Poland for manual transmission in 2002.
In addition to this more efficient utilization of fuels derived
from fossil fuels such as gasoline, diesel and liquid gas, Toyota
Motor leads the future diversification of fuels on clean energy
sources such as bio-fuels, electricity and hydrogen in the keen
competitions with domestic and overseas automobile makers
such as Volkswagen and subcontractors such as Denso in addition to new entries such as Tesla in Silicon Valley.
To win the competition with the manufacturing of automobiles in under developing countries, especially managed by the
international oligopoly such as V.W. and, G.M., Japanese automobile makers, particularly Toyota Motor, a Titan, endeavoured to improve as much as high productivities and to make
the best balance and synthesis of capabilities of dealers, suppliers, affiliated companies and best designers including an independent ones, who designed the famous foreign sport cars
such as Mr. Okuyama. In the case of Toyota Motor, it supported
and led the World Design Festival, a Hundred Years Anniversary
since the establishment of Nagoya municipal city at Nagoya in
1989, which caused the revitalization and the mutation of local
climate towards the world design center, when Toyota Motor
established its Calty Design Center in California, U.S. in 1973,
Toyota Europe Office of Creation in Brussels and Lexus dealer
channel established in the United States to launch the LS 400
and ES 250 and then opened Tokyo Design Center in 1990.
The rapid growth of automobile industries in 20th century
caused unavoidable and inevitable air pollutions and climatic
changes, that, in turn, urged to change the fundamental automobile culture, taking much care of safety, security, smart and
sustainable comfortable society. Namely, in the global market
and society, the automobile industry, especially, Toyota Motor, stressed its philosophy to be of service to society and contribute to society through manufacture of automobile that

develops creative innovation technologies since its foundation. This philosophy sympathize fundamentally with creative
environmental technologies since the oil crisis and the aforementioned judge of Yokkaichi court in 1972 and global environment charter of United Nations in 1992 in one respect.
On the other hand, it synchronize with the latest longevity
society to popularize Welcab vehicles, which supports for
nursing car as well as independence for disabled and elderly
drivers since the United Nations Declaration on Human environment in 1972. However, too many series and models of
Welcabs are not profitable, even though automobile companies endeavored to develop creative & innovative technologies for more comfortable Welcabs than full & self-automatic
driving cars in this half century. In shorts, the change of philosophy of automobile industries, i.e. cultural and social
change of global market and society from the natural and human point of views also caused the mutation of market and
society towards the next generation automobiles, including
self-driving cars. This universal design has been took much
care of human knowledge and ethics with human engineering, biotechnology and ergonomics, paying due regards to
natural wisdom and to natural providence.
The open exhibition and examination of universal design
products at the aforementioned 2005 World EXPO, Love
Earth, initiated by the president Shouichiro Toyota created
the strong iconography of comfortable next generation habitat, together with better mobility, engine and motor. It was
also a symbol of not only the creation of design and the innovation of technology and engineering but also the incubation
of business and commercialization of industry with ergonomics, automobile information technology and cutting technologies, taking much care of natural wisdom and providence,
especially in the following four areas; nursing and medical
care, personal transport, domestic duties and manufacturing
such as assistant robot, Robina to converse with people and
patient in five senses, whose technologies are improved in the
robots concert. Winglet designated for riding in a standing position, using the dynamic balance technology, which is first
tested in the Central Japan International Airport in 2008 and
now practically examined and improved in the open investigation in the Tsukuba Academic Town.
Concerned with the creation of comfortable and co-existed
idea and science and the innovation of technology and engineering, Toyota Motor promoted collaboration among government, industry, academia and customers to establishing
foundation for humans harmoniously coexist for social infra-
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structure and environment and for designation of legal framework. It is to say that we need this social innovation, together
with technological innovations for incubation of new business
and creation of new industry toward the next generation. In
case of Toyota, it is a crystal of Philosophies of Sakichi and
Kiichiro Toyoda with acceptance and needs of customers. In
automobile industries, Toyota is engaged in developing people
friendly vehicles to respond to diversifying needs and advanced
latest technologies on the stage of aforementioned global market and society. The touch tracer display on the steering wheel
with buttons is a symbol of this universal design.
In 2008, Toyota Motor acquired vehicle type certification
from the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism of Japan for Toyota FCHV-adv and began leasing the vehicle to the Ministry of the Environment for authorized social
examinations. And Toyota Motor developed a next-generation
fuel cell hybrid vehicle with the newly designated high-performance Toyota FC Stack on the way of installing hybrid systems
in all vehicles in the 2020s. Equipping the vehicle with
high-pressure hydrogen tanks, in temperatures of minus 30
with 25% higher fuel efficiency, Toyota Motor extended the
cruising distance on a single fueling, from the 330km achieved
by the preceding Toyota FCHV to 830km (Fig.4.2.1).

Fig. 4.2.1 Hybrid Systems of Prius and TOYOTA FCHV
Source: http://www.toyota.co.jp (2014.10.23)

Kyushu university becomes a new core of social experimentation and technological and engineering international standards on the global scene through their technical examinations
in their laboratories, especially in the International Hydrogen
Energy Center, International Laboratory of Carbon Neutral En-
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ergy and Next Generation Fuel Cell Science & Industry R&D
Cooperation Center, supported by the World Premier International Research Center Initiative of the Ministry of Education,
Technology ,Culture and Sports, together with the Ministry of
Economy, Industry, International Trade. Through Northern
Kyushu hydrogen gas pipeline project between this center of
hydrogen energy evaluation & examination of materials, fuel
cell and the Kitakyushu Hydrogen Smart Town (1.2km2, composed of home center, Hydrogen energy station, eco-house,
eco-club house, apartments, Museum, Forklift and Bicycle,
promoted by Hydrogen Supply and Utility Technology Association. Without saying, this project is closely related with hydrogen gas factory and energy power center project,
conducted by one of the oldest Nippon-Sumitomometal Steel
since 1901 (<Fig.4.2.2> and <Fig.4.2.3>).
Without saying, this project is based on the agglomeration
of several kinds of automobile industry toward the next generation automobile industries and the next generation energy
industries. These social examinations and the economy of agglomeration including not only R&D institutes of university
and industry but also the training center of engineers and
technicians for hydrogen technology and science such as Fukuoka Hydrogen Energy Technology Education Institute
opened in 2005 under the leadership of Hyroyuki Watanabe,
Technical Director of Toyota Motor (<Fig.4.2.4>).
Concerned with production of Bio-fuels from non-food cellulosic materials, Toyota Motor started the joint R&D, the
Bioethanol Innovative Technology Research Consortium with
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Nippon Oil, Toray Industries, Kajima, Sapporo Engineering in 2009. It developed a comprehensive manufacturing technology for non-food cellulosic
bioethanol. The ultimate goal of the consortium is, by 2015, to
build a comprehensive manufacturing system and establish
manufacturing process technologies capable of producing
200,000 kiloliters per year of bio-ethanol at a price of around
40 yen per liter so that it can compete with crude oil, thereby,
commercializing a cost-competitive alternative fuel. Consequently, this innovative technology will be able to incubate
this comprehensive business, paying due regards to the natural wisdom and providence. Namely, it is a creative innovation
technology to incubate a venture business and to develop a
new industry to meet with the global market and society.
With the development of hybrid engine and plug-in-hybrid
technology, Toyota City was selected by the Japanese government as an Eco-Model City in 2009. It is undertaking the challenge of pioneering the way towards a low-carbon society,
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Fig. 4.2.2 FCV Expansion Plan
Source: http://hysut.or.jp (2014.10.23)

largely owing to the development of hybrid cars, which helped
low carbon society and community, taking much care of natural environment and ecology. It had been encouraged by the
popular movement of purification of Yahagi River, which prevented the water pollution of Toyota Motor, itself and its subcontractors. It goes without saying that these clean and clear
guiding principles have been cultivated not only by the aforementioned Toyota Precepts but also the constructions of Shidare and Meiji water way for irrigation led by Mr.Renzo Naito
since its construction in the cultivated agricultural land in
1881, whose orbit has kept its strong iconography of preservation of quality of water and clean ecology, especially since the
establishment of Conference on the Countermeasures to Preserve Water Quality in 1969 and the promulgation of Law for
Prevention of Water Pollution in 1972.
The aforementioned local culture and community had been
revitalized and rejuvenated through the World EXPO in 2005,
Love Earth at Nagakute between Nagoya and Toyota. And
then, Toyota city pulled its trigger toward a low carbon community, focusing on the four areas of traffic, industry, habitat,

and forest on the concept of hybrid city, with plug-in-hybrid
cars to reduce carbon emission, whose key auto-parts and engine have been manufactured in the beautiful mountainous
forest areas, developed by Toyota Motor in Toyota and by
Tamagawaseiki in Iida, south western valley of Nagano prefecture, adjacent to Mikawa region, Aichi prefecture. It is a hinge
in the hinter land behind the Hamatsu metropolitan area, separated by the Akiba Mountain and shrine (fire & disaster prevention) between the Nagoya metropolitan area and the
Tokyo metropolitan area.
Concerned with the iconography of cross-road, castle town,
Koromo, it had and has been generated, cultivated, revitalized
and rejuvenated by the Citizens Popular Movement of Love
our City, Koromo since 1959, which has been synthesizer of
nature with humanity. In spite of this situation, Toyota Motor,
the corporation and the employees as a whole could succeed
the smooth transformation, not metamorphosis and not mutation, largely owing to the popular movement of aforementioned salary men toward the single company town, Toyota.
Notwithstanding the aforementioned strong and tough
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Fig. 4.2.3 Hy-Life Project (Fukuoka Hydrogen Strategy) in Northern Kyushu
Source: http://www.f-suiso.jp (2014.10.23)

popular movements led by the descendant of doctor for lord,
the change of city name from Koromo to Toyota, inauguration
of general director, Sato of Toyota Motor to the first mayor of
Toyota city and the construction of first large factory specialized in passenger car in Asia at Motomachi in 1959. After a de-
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cade, it opened the door of future Toyota, closely linked with
its outer World at Motomachi Interchange of Tomei Higyway
between Tokyo and Komaki, the fringe of Nagoya metropolitan area on the global scene, paying due regards not only to
human knowledge & ethic but also to natural wisdom & prov-
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Fig. 4.2.4 Agglomeration of Automobile Industry in Kyushu and Plants of Toyota Motor Kyushu
Source: http://www.kyushu.meti.go.jp; http://www.toyota-kyushu.com (2014.10.23)

idence. This sympathy of change of city name with metamorphosis of regional structure gradually brought about the life
style, together with the manufacturing style, toward an ideal
city with better habitat on the globe. Consequently, Toyota
city contributed a low carbon society and civilization through
cooperation and collaboration to verify operations and
promptly introduce a mobility system, while also conducting
business activities that help to reduce total carbon emission. It
is so called, smart polis on the global scene, based on the local
creative culture.
This smart polis comes out gradually in Toyota in the Nagoya metropolitan area in Tokaido Megalopolis, including the
Tsukuba Academic Town on its eastern fringe. The synchronism of tax system with subsidiary for promoting eco-cars
pulled the trigger of popularization of eco-cars in Japan. This
tax system came into effect in 2009 for a limited three-year
period, when the subsidy system also came into effect that offers subsidiaries to purchase new cars that satisfy certain standards.
Consequently, so-called eco-car became an indispensable
symbol of global market and society, largely owing to the envi-

ronmental and ecological philosophies and to its economic
efficiency, which was recognized by these financial clues and
the development of information and observation system with
satellites and cloud. And it is worthy to mention that Toyota
Motor has concluded a Green Power Certification System
Agreement with Japan Natural Energy Company under which
it used 1.9 million kWh of wind-generation power in 2008. In
2008, the total amount of electricity generated using new energy sources such as natural gas cogeneration was 386,000
MWh, accounting for approximately 16% of its total electricity
consumption. Not only in the local region, but also within the
country and overseas affiliates, together with logistic activities
such as the switching in Fukuoka and Kitakyushu ports and
consolidation of three coastal roots into a single round route.
Under the serious global warning, Toyota Motor develop
the next generation automobiles with electric motor and fuel
cell vehicles up to 2015 in the three core markets; Japan,
United States and Europe. Fuel-cell vehicles rely on the reaction between oxygen and hydrogen to create electricity that is
used to power the vehicle. The only by-product is pure water,
but this may impede driving in places with sub-zero tempera-
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tures when the water freezes. In 2007, Toyota Motor Sales,
Toyota Motor Engineering & Manufacturing North America,
Toyota Technical Center completed a test drive of the prototype fuel cell hybrid on Alaska-Canada highway under the
sever winter rough weather and road conditions.
Toyota Moto has conducted road trials of the Plug-in-hybrid
in Japan, USA, France and Belgium since 2007, and then in
U.K. in 2008, together with EDF energy, one of the major energy companies in U.K. to recharge using a standard electrical
plug at home or 50 points in a car park or on a street.

4.3 Cloud of Abundant Information and Quick Response
for Suitable Solution
The present automobile industry, including prudent Toyota
Motor, is eager to develop automatic driving cars to adapt and
readapt to the development of long life society and market. It
is also closely related to the development of smart house,
town, city and polis with smart grid systems of energy, electric
& gas, information for automatic control and so-called intelligent transportation system. It also develops clean, clear, clever
and cool community and society, not only local but also on the
global scene.
Namely, it is inevitable to minimize the negative effects of
environmental impacts such as traffic accidents and traffic
congestion, which caused the heavy burden on the sustainable development, because of recall popular movements in a
law suit society on the global scene due to the economy of
scale. It is largely results of transformation of production systems, using common chassis, components and materials and
module production systems in the keen competitions on the
global scene. As for the complete elimination of traffic accident, injuries and death, automobile companies are eager to
develop active safety technology to prevent accidents and passive pre-crash safety technology for unavoidable collision.
They give great stimuli on the evolution of assembly makers
and its subcontractors and on the creative innovations of precrash safety ones (determining unavoidable collisions, constraining passengers and reducing collision speed) and
advanced Intelligent Transportation System Safety Technology (making intelligent cars and helping cars & drivers communicate with their surroundings).
As for the creative innovations of comprehensive total and
synthesized technologies, the creative innovation of millimeter radar, stereo camera and sensor technologies and engineering are indispensable in addition to electric & information,
and computer technologies and engineering for development
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all automatic driving and smart polis, as a whole. Considering
these synthesis, we should pay more due regards to the creative innovation of diversified social infrastructure than technological creative innovation such as a reduction of CO2 and
NOx in the environmental impacts. Without saying, we should
take much care of cost, profit, price and benefit in safe driving
and comfort environment of total social infrastructure with
intelligent driving system and habitat as a whole.
In Japan, the National Police Agency led the driving safety
support systems in 1997, i.e. in the opening stages of Neo Industrial Revolution and Neo Civilization. Almost after a decade,
Toyota Motor Participated in its subcommittee of the Universal
Traffic Management Society of Japan in 2005, when the aforementioned Japan EXPOA (Love Earth) was held at Nagakute
in-between Nagoya and Toyota. And then, in 2006, based on
this social examination, Toyota Motor, together with Toyota
city and Aichi prefecture participated in the Driving Safety support systems verification test and conducted driving tests on
public road for putting these systems into practical use.
In addition, on this stream of creative innovation of technology of advanced safety vehicle, developed by the Ministry of
Land Infrastructure and Transport since 1991, the Advanced
Cruise-Assist Highway System Research Association was also
established in 1996 first and then Toyota Motor has endeavored its commercialization and incubation of this business
since 2005, when it participated in the Joint Research for the
Smart-way Next Generation Road Service and in the Smart-way
verification test in the Tokyo metropolitan Expressway in
2007.
In this year, Toyota Motor concluded three years projects of
Consortium for Software Engineering of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry since 2005, together with the other 6
companies. Owing to the development of creative innovation
of geographical positioning and information service since
1992, when the Celsior of Toyota Motor adopted the first GPS
voice navigation system, followed by the compatible on-board
devices since 1996, Toyota Motor started its G-BOOK mX service in 2007, to make more accurate congestion predictions.
In 2007, a verification and evaluation test was conducted
within a 400km2 area of 23 wards to collect traffic information
covering 80% of the national, prefectural and municipal roads.
As for the creative innovation, the Corporate Social Responsibility Committee, established in 2007 has played an indispensable and important role to absorb shocks caused by social
compliances, social aspect on Safety, environmental aspect to
reduce CO2 and to promote recycle, and economic aspect,
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which are closely related with recall and socio-economic burden, i.e. cooperate governance. Toyota Motor established the
CSR Department within the CSR & Environmental Affairs Division in 2007 and aforementioned Toyota Shirakawa-go Ecological Institute. In 2007, this global environmental and ecological
philosophy promoted the obtain of certification for public road
use from Japan’s Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport,
which, in turn, developed the so-called smart polis with housing
industry and smart grid electric and information system to reduce CO2 emissions and SOCs for sustainable development.
This is also a symbol of Toyota Global Vision 2020 to open the
Frontiers of Tomorrow through the energy of people and Technology. This slogan expresses the commitment of Toyota and
each and every employee to never be satisfied with the status
quo, to create a path to a new world and to work steadily towards the realization of society’s dreams. This progress is to be
achieved through energy of people and technology.
As for the synthesis of integrated safety technologies and
management, Advanced Intelligent Transport System Safety
Technologies play important roles in addition to the aforementioned preventive safety, collision safety and pre-crash
safety. Namely, in response to development of highway information system the manufacturing of intelligent cars become
popular, which results in an indispensable rejuvenation system for light vehicles with monitoring and control technologies in Japan for aged persons and ladies in the present global
market, taking much care of global environment and human
welfare. The sensor technology is a key technology for this
vehicle dynamic integrated management and pre-crash safety
system technologies, which are creative innovation technologies for development of integrated safety driving and performance system through global outstanding assessment, since
this GOA of starlet of Toyota Motor in 1995, a decade after the
establishment of Comprehensive electronic technology R&D
center of Nagoya Municipal Institute of Industrial Technology.
It has been a world famous R&D institute of sensor technology. In 1995, when the exchange rate of yen had been over 80
yen per 1 dollar and the World Trade Organization was established in one respect and on the other hand, the Hanshin-Awaji
Earthquake in the western Japan was happened.

5. CONCLUSION
Considering the creative innovation led by universities, we
could not look over the convergence of innovations at the

cross-road of natural wisdom and human knowledge, natural
providence and human ethics. In other respect, the synopsis
of systematic and creative innovation will be illuminated clear,
focusing on the 8S points of views.
What sort of symbol, universities could manipulate to integrate the practical sciences with comprehensive sciences to
develop creative innovations of industries, taking much care
of the present and past and future transformation process of
symmetries among talents, ideas, skills, technologies on an
each stage. It is important to analyze the role of university for
creative innovations, paying due regards to the status of university at the visible and invisible linkages; invisible sympathy
and symbiosis are important especially for the analysis of practical sciences and visible synthesis and syncretism are also
important to understand well the comprehensive sciences
(<Fig.5.1>).

Charter (business culture)
Creation & Innovation
Symbol to Integrate

Human Knowledge and Ethics
Synthesis
Idea & Science
Cool
Symbiosis
Clean

Symptom of Status of University
Locus and Local Climate at the Cross-road

Sympathy
Clear

Clever
Technology & Engineering
Syncretism
Symmetry among Factors

Natural Wisdom and Providences

Cloverleaf & Incubation
Action Plan (industrial climate)

Fig. 5.1 S ymbiosis of Creative Innovation System
Source: by Author

To realize the sustainable and stable growth through long
term, Toyota Motor has kept the basic management principle
to benefit society through its business and social activities as a
whole to absorb sudden shocks and crisis and to avoid the
risks. Toyota has kept its sustainable growth through continuous forward-looking investments on the fuel efficient and
compact light vehicles first and then on the development of
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high quality and good design sports and status cars as for the
creative innovation of engine and motor technologies; the hybrid engine is an outstanding one to keep its sustainable development. Electric motors caused the mutation of
manufacturing system and promoted the new entry from electric and information industries such as Tesla, which had the
close contacts with Toyota Motor and Google in Silicon Valley.
In a near future, the hydrogen energy and engine will create its
new industrial system and new society on the global scene in
addition to the electric car with new battery. As for the creation of this sort of new industrial society with new infrastructure, we need improvements of profitability and capital
efficiency more than ever. Without saying, we should preserve
a solid financial base by ensuring sufficient liquidity and stable
shareholders’ equity.
In short, adapting with changing phase and unexpected crisis in the world market and society, we will have to promote
the creation of new ideas and sciences first and then the innovation of technologies and engineering and incubation of venture business and advanced latest industries through the
revitalization and the rejuvenation of modern industrial revolution and modern civilization. At the time of mutation of
world liberalized market and society from the modern ones
toward the global market and society, the synthesizing the advanced financial activities with the high information industrial
system become indispensable to fuse modern civilization with
information civilization, which would open global market and
society with neo life style and habitat. The automobile industry is a symbol of this transformation of creative innovation,
closely related with role of university and life style of smart
habitat in the 21th century.
Considering the role and the function of university in the
creative innovations from the creative idea towards the prosperous sustainable industry with the rejuvenation system and
the shock-absorbing system, the hosting environment of university exerts its great influence. The case of Oxford University
in the keen competitive cooperation between town and gown,
Oxford University and Morris Motor illuminated typically this
case, largely owing to its locus; between Manchester and London for import of mass-production and mass sales system
from the United States, like Toyota Motor in Japan. As for the
development of unique U.K. luxury sports car, the locus of
Abington in the suburbs of Oxford has the similar locus to Jaguar at Coventry in the suburbs of Birmingham industrial city.
As mentioned above, it is worthy to mention that the lord
Nuffield (Mr. Morris) beneficiated his Nuffield College and
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aforementioned several departments of clinical and medical,
closely related with Nuffield and John Radcliff Hospital on car
accidents.
In comparison, Toyota Motor had not this sort of close relations with newly established universities after Toyota Motor in
1937, the locus of industrial city played its important role in
the evolution of university in its metropolitan area with their
historical entities. Namely, Toyota Motor first introduced the
latest imported technologies and sciences, together with the
latest information of domestic vehicles manufacturing policies
of Japanese government from the colleagues of Tokyo Imperial University, where the founder, Kiichiro Toyoda and the
restorer, his cousin, Eiji Toyoda had graduated. It is worthy to
mention that Toyota Motor had opened its R&D institute at
Shibaura, Tokyo, just before the opening of Koromo mass production factory, where Toyota could converge the excellent
unique engineers to develop and innovate their original technologies and engineering by the third oldest Imperial University and the most distinguished science and technology
oriented Tohoku Imperial University at Sendai, where the
ground son of Sakichi Toyoda, Shoichiro had got the doctor
degree after his graduation from the last Imperial University
Nagoya, just after the World War II, where Toyoda Boshoku
was established at its birth-place, Sako adjacent to the Nagoya
station.
There, Toyota established its Commemorative Museum of
Industry and Technology, together with Toyota-Konpon (literally fundamental and original) R&D Institute in 1994, the anniversary birthday of Kiichiro Toyoda, according to the Sakichi
Toyoda (1867-1930)’s Spirit of Being Studious and Creative
and also to the Kiichiro Toyoda (1894-1952)’s Passion for Making Things. They have been and still are innovated in the Toyota Konpon R&D Institute through examinations of several
latest and future problems in the global market and society.
Thus, Toyota Motor, still keeps and evolves day by day its philosophy and principle, and invests its money and talent as
much as possible for research and development that lead the
time ahead, along the long term sustainable growth and mutual benefits, usually in one or two decades, sometime a quarter century among Konpon R&D Institute, Toyota
Technological Institute, Toyota Central R&D Labs, Head Office Technical Center and domestic and international design
and technology centers on the local, national, international
and global scene. It is the reason why Toyota Motor now tops
all the rest in the self-driving car-plane in the keen competition with Google. In fact, Toyota Motor is now realizing the
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super electric battery, which has its roots in the founder, Sakichi Toyoda’s dream of super electric battery and the promoter
of restoration, Eiji Toyoda’s dream of golden free & self-driving cloud in Chinese fairy tale.
At the site of Toyota Central R&D Labs, Toyota Technological Institute was at last established by itself in 1981, largely
owing to its matured locus of global university metropolis, Nagoya, with the founding philosophy of always being studious
and creative, striving to stay ahead of times, as stated in the
aforementioned Toyota Precepts, embodying the concept of
Making things. According to these philosophy and principle of
practice, it trains highly creative and practical idea, science,
technology and engineering in practical development skills in
small group instruction. In accordance with the growth of
global market and society and the globalization of automobile
industry, Toyota Technological Institute established the Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago within the University of
Chicago in 2004, where all Toyota group companies could enjoy the latest information idea, science, technology and engineering accumulated in the University of Chicago and have
made achievements in cutting-edge research of solar cells and
autonomous vehicles.
It reflect the locus of global city, Nagoya, which could enable the network of networks of excellent scientists and engineers on the global scene, especially in practical sciences and
in creative innovation of technologies toward the next generation venture business and latest industries. As a result, the last
Imperial University, Nagoya also developed its center of legal
administration and management science center, that is to say,
the indispensable center of social innovation to adapt with the
global market and society in rapidly developing Asian countries, especially ASEAN between China and India. It could
overcome and solve the serious problems and rules in the liberalized World market and society.
When considering the role of university in the creative innovation at present, we should pay more due regards to the synthesis of university with industry on the global scene as we
discussed in the new hydrogen project of Northern Kyushu
with the fourth Imperial University, Kyushu and the unique
oldest national Institute of Technology, Kyushu (former Meiji
Institute of Technology, before World War II) in the Northern
Kyushu Academic Town, taking much care of environment
and information industries (Cha and Miyakawa 2012). Because
of the lack of practical creative science and business model
with universal international standards, this project still could
not get its distinguished success, although it already has devel-

oped international consortium and standards of equipments,
parts and materials.
Compared with the creative innovation led by the twin
wheels of universities in the Northern Kyushu projects area
with the International Special Designated area for Creative Innovations, the old Sendai-North Techno-polis on the northern
fringe of Sendai metropolitan area with relocated private universities, Miyagi Prefectural University and Izumi Science Park
in Park town has been rejuvenated by the re-organization of
Toyota Motor Tohoku (established in 1997), Kanto Auto Works
(established in 1946) and Central Motor (established in 1950)
into Toyota Motor East Japan in 2012. The traditional relations
between Toyota Motor and Tohoku University in the metal,
machine, electronic and information industries still exert their
influences on the evolution of creative & innovative technologies and engineering, although they could not still play an important role in the incubation of venture business and initiation
of leading industry, although the Kanto Auto Work started
manufacturing of Electric vehicles just after the World War II,
largely thanks to its accumulated unique and original advanced
technologies and engineering in the Yokosuka Navy Yard, the
Meiji government’s largest incubator of Modern industrial revolution and civilization. Even the third president of Toyota
Technological Institute was Professor Dr. Kiyoshi Kobayashi,
there was no distinguished and evident relation for creative
innovation. Even, at present, Tohoku University plays an important role in incubation of venture businesses for self-driving
and electric battery such as Tohoku Micro-Tech of 3 dimensions LSI led by Prof. Dr. Mitsumasa Koyanagi and Denso and
Tohoku Magnet of new magnet to reduce the energy loss of
motor, led by Prof. Dr. Akihiro Makino and Alps, localized electronic & information maker, which enable the cost cut in compete with Nissan, Mitsubishi and VW.
Owing to the East Japan Giant Earthquake in 2012, this Toyota Motor East Japan became the recovery center against the
big crisis of giant earthquake, which developed its F-Grid System. It is a structural shock absorber of electric crisis caused
by the big earthquake, which depends on the independent
electric power station of Toyota Motor East Japan besides solar energy station and gas engine cogeneration with VegeDream Kurihara for the Industrial vegetable plant and
anti-disaster plan and prevention areas in the North Sendai
Central City and Sendai North Technopolis. However, the
smart polis construction project is not still promoted, because
of the lack of planned public railway from Sendai station to
Furukawa station of Tohoku bullet train and slow and stag-
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nated growth of population for development the new energy
and ecological smart polis with plug-in-hybrid, electric and
hydro-energy vehicles in the central metropolitan area of Tohoku. This smart polis is developing toward the East Matsushima city adjacent to the traditional one of three famous

scenic points, Matsushima city and between the two local port
towns, Shiogama and Ishinomake, where the Meiji government intended to construct a big port for trade, succeeding
the history of world trip of chief councilor, Tsunenaga
Hasekura of Clan via Mexico to Vatican (1613-20) (<Fig.5.2>).

Fig. 5.2 Offices of Toyota Motor East Japan
Source: http://www.toyota-ej.co.jp (2014.10.23)

This municipal project with Sekisui House, a rivalry with
Toyota Housing is Smart Anti-disaster Eco Town. It has 70
smart houses and 3 mansions for 15 families, covered by solar
panels (400kwh) and bio-electric power station (220kwh) with
smart grid and control center, connected with public facilities
such as hospital. However, as a distinguished mother factory
of most popular passenger car, this factory and its related subcontractors endeavor to reduce the cost by its unique but traditional engineering method, Karakuri (device) such as the
new production line of Hosei Brake for dual mode silent drum
brake, which could reduce 20% of its cost, and encouraged the
feedback relations of technology transfer between this factory
and overseas ones such as Mexico and Indonesia in 2015.
Even in the large Nagoya metropolitan area within the To-
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kaido Megalopolis, which will be connected with Tokyo within
less than an hour by Linear Motor, Central Japan Linear by
2027, is still enough to develop large smart polis, although it
has already challenged the development of green smart town
in accordance with new plug-in-hybrid and next generation
vehicles charge stations of electric and hydrogen gas in the
suburbs of Nagoya. However, not only Toyota Motor and Toyota Housing had already developed their social experimentations within its housing estates, together with Toyota
Municipal government in the 67 houses of Higashiyama and
Takahashi housing estates (2011-2014) in addition to the social symbolic experimentation of 2 houses at Rokkasyo Environment City of Nuclear Waste Recycle Model Station in the
year from 2010 to 2012. Without saying, these experiences
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developed not only the technology and engineering but also
the knowhow and skills in the Toyota Smart Center.
The concept of smart exerts its influences not only on the
development of creative innovation of industrial technology
and engineering but also on the evolution of comfortable habitat and slow life styles, such as 100 years Toyota House and
Home, taking much care of security, safety, surpassing & sustainability, with the economy of scale, scope, speed and status.
This economy becomes the energy of engine of creative innovation for developments of information and finance industry
such as wearable information instruments and intelligent
transport information systems, as evolved by the 2005 EXPO at
Nagakute and International Conferences and Exhibitions at
Nagoya. They are incubated into the creative and innovative
products, especially the auto-parts and auto-equipments of

self driving brain of automobile, such as those of Japanese
Runes ace-Electronics group and AT&T group.
Concerned with self-driving and small helicopter, the express delivery of Amazon also accelerated self-driving, intelligent transportation system, and information cloud and grid
system as a result of sympathy of creative innovations of social
system with industrial technology under the liberalization of
Road Corporations under the new Plan of National Land Construction in 2005. As a result of this series of liberalization
since 1987, the intelligent multimode transit system was realized in 2005 EXPO, together with vehicle information and
communication system and electric toll collection systems and
finally with cloud system and business model, developed by
information companies such as NTT Docomo in 2014
(<Fig.5.3>).

Fig. 5.3 Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) and Advanced Safety Vehicle (ASV)
Source: http://www.toyota-global.com; http://www.stanleysubaru.com (2014.10.23)
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The social innovation, without saying, promotes the creative innovation of latest technology and engineering. The
aforementioned 2005 EXPO, Love Earth was a trigger of this
social examination, which exerted a great influence on the
evolution of local culture and climate, together with its surrounding museums, Aichi Prefectural Ceramic Museum, Seto
and Toyota Automobile Museum at the opposite sites of EXPO
Park and Toyota Central R&D Labs relocated from Nagoya in
1981 over the Sanage Green road and Linear type of monorail,
Linimo opened in 2005. This cross-road of creative innovation
has been stimulated by the Aichi Prefectural University and
Aichi Prefectural University of Art & Craft, which evolutes local
climate and culture, surrounded by unique private universities, taking much care of local environment and ecology on
the global scene.
At the former site of Nagoya city, where the Toyota Central
R&D Labs was relocated in 1960 from Toyota Physical and
Chemical Institute established at Tokyo. It is located at the
new housing suburbs with irrigation water pond and its eastern frontier of Nagoya City, which has the best locus for the
development of unique Toyota Technological Institute. It
goes without saying that it has a close relation with Toyota
Motor not only financially but also philosophically as mentioned above, which made the dream of founder Kiichiro
Toyoda come true in succession to the establishment of Toyota Foundation, even in the severe restriction of establishment of private universities in 1977, especially in the Special
Designated cities.
Namely, Toyota Technological Institute met with the new
dual trends of establishment of American type effective and
efficient General University such as Tsukuba University and
establishment of new Science and Technology University at
Nagaoka on the northwestern fringe of Tokyo metropolitan
area and at Toyohashi on the eastern fringe of Nagoya metropolitan city in 1976. It intended the evolution of practical science through man to man education style and close science
and technology R&D and practical feedback R&D and education between the University and the Industry, largely influenced by General Motor Institute and RIKEN. The first
president of Toyota Technological Institute was the emeritus
professor of Kyoto University and the technical adviser of Toyota Motor Manufacturing, recommended by the advisory
board composed of director of RIKEN, professor of Tohoku,
Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, Kyoto and Osaka national university, among whom the fourth president Mitsuru Nagasawa of
Nagoya National University was included from its start, who
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became the president of Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago in 2003.
It gave great stimuli on the evolution of automatic driving
technologies as was symbolized in the establishment of Smart
Vehicle R&D Center in 2010 followed by the establishment of
the Smart Energy Technology R&D center established in 2012.
Namely, the mutual trust between the University and the Industry and also the mutual reliance between the University
and the Community bring about the creative innovation of
technology and the creative evolution of social life based on
the creative social innovation on the global scene, caused by
the economy of agglomeration and the synthesis of creative
science with innovative technology in the local area, because
of its efficient locus.
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